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. . ' I 
';t'he-;'bi<;>lpgy and oehavior ·of the chiton, 'l1,onicella marmorea · . 
. . . . . I ~ . } . . . 
' .:, . .' . . l -
. (Fabric:~us) · was: studied, under 1 both field .and laboratory conditions.· 
'• • • • • • ' ~ .e • 
T_. marrnorea is rtbct;urnal and ~OUJl~ ~ply subii-ttorally in' 'Newfoundland 
I · 
. waters. studies showed that it·m6veg as much as 200 centimetres 
. . 
~n one f~~ding peribd and a mean distance of 35 to 40 centimetres 
'" 






. . '! • . 
during two· expedm~ntal periods of approxi~ately one month ea,ch, .' 
I .,. • ...._ ' ' 
failed to demons.trate-:any seasqnal pattern in the a~.tivi'ty of th~ 
<:>rganism. No significant correlab:on wa~ found between the duration 
• . f 
of the dark photop'eriod, ·or water ;ernperature and actvi't.~. Act:iv~y. 
over a "'twen.ty-four hour ·period took ,place .~~iy during the dar~ "l'io~rs>. 
. . 
~ndividual ~pe.cimens became ·active.· just before sunset· and continued 
. . ·. . . . . . · . . J. · ' 
tp .. move .· for .5. or 6 h~~rs . · Some speci~ens exhib~te.d a 'sec_O:nd peak 
' • . . .. ,.·. 
· of activity, mid~ay th,roug·h 'the n~ght, and a t<h.i:rd,· j~st' befor·e · 
sunrilie. Tonicella rnarmorea possesses the ability ' to . " h<?rne". to a 
particular r~sting ~it.e, b~t \as ~ot observed'·.to home regularly to 
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. ·:· INTRODUCTION 
0 
o· 
. .r·. , ... : . 
• I 
, 0 • ' • ' ,.. , . ' • I 
The p~e~e~.t stud~ ·st~mme<t"from taxonomit studie·s ~f Polyplacop~ora 
' ~ • ' f • • • o . 
(chitons) which_ the author conducte~ as a s~er .stp~e.nt a~. t,ht:l M~:r;.i~e 
0 0. ~  , .. 
ScieQC~s ~esearch. Laboratory, Memof iai . un).ve~sity o~ .Ne~foun~iland, at I · · 
• • • • • '"= :.. ~ ·" (, ••• 
· Logy Bay: rA.t:ra~ute ~earches on ~hree :s~ecies ·a;· chito~s. native to 
. .. . 
Newfoundland waters, 'Toniceila marmor0a .(.Fabr;icius , '1780), TonicelL:t' 
• , .Q • • ' I • • 
.. . . . . 
rubra ,Yeloup'_) arl(i J:schnochi'ton~ albus' ' <Li~n~el.ls) ,.. Fevealed lit tie 
t •• , • • 
known· of their biology. origi_nally ~he ~~~d.¥ wa§ 3-nt~ndea to e~co~pa'ss 
0 
. . . . . . 
the aut~cology . iff these thre'e 'speci~$ ,. However 1• :it was concluded ear.ly 
• • I , • • , , " ' )• t ~ . . - 0 , • 
:· · .. in the· :program tha{this ~as· · unrea'listig fcft _,a ~t~dy periq9 of only 
.. 
. / . . • • - o) 
' . . 
~wo ye.ars . As Tonicella marmorea .was .the laig·est and most cominon o~ 
. ' 
~ . . . 
the t:hree, the focus: of the .. sbidy : was changed to ttie . biol0gy and - ' . . 
II .. ; ' • ? • • • : • " 
behavior .of:. thi~· :chitt>n. 6 . • ' . - : • • • o ' •. . _. ; . . .. 
J • . - : .. ~ •\ • , .D . • • 
Although· the litera'ture contains niahy references to.: the biology of 
• : • • ~ ' • • • • , ' : , 0 • ' • I • 
·Poiypl~cophorans _' _mOSt ' ~f :tt;;· S~udies ·were confine~ to· S~ecific' asp~cts 
d tl1ei~ morphology a ·nd ph_ys~ol?gy and little in:f6rrnatio~ was ~vailab1e 
!' 
. . . 








on the' eco~ogy ~r etho!ogy cif chitons .. In . l919, 'A.re~-and. CroZier. con- ----- . •. 
• 0 J • • • • • t 
dUe tid ~~te~sive imr~s.tiga ~io~~ on. t~~ ~espon;e of. a lit~oral· Ch_i tb~; .. ' . 
...  ! 0 ,1 • 
o,.. • • • 
Chiton . tuberculatus (Linnaeus), to 1 stimuli" of.· va'r ious ·t'ypes. ·'t'h.is remains ." ·· 
. . ' . . . · , . : 
...... 0 ·. .. ... . . . . .. . ..: . ' . . . . .. • t : • • 
one ofo the· mc;>st comprehensive t-~orks on the ethology of a Polyplacoph0ran to 




date_. The con~rlbutions of E":ans (i951) , _.and .Gly!'ln (1970} were the qnly 
~· • • . c . : . . 
other major publications on chiton ecology: ... at , tl{e initiation of the .: 
• .• • : ·, . • t ; , • • 
. . 
p~es~nt. study .. Lange_r (197 2) studied ·tlie · popula'tion structure of 
'> ' • I ·~~ ' : • () '.1/P 
' .... 
same t:im~ ·as the prese,nt 
.· .. 
T. marrgorea, :r; rubra · and I. albus at the9 
-:- - __._ fik- ~ . 
1:1 " \~ ~ · • • • • 
study was· underway, ?-f!d inf~rmation· !rom hi_s · st'u~y 
... 
• • . \




•;. l' •. 
.• ' 
· . . 
.. 
~ . ': 0 
.. 
- ~ 
· . . 
/ 
.· . 
. . .\ ... 
. . 
, .. 
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0 
2 
be~a:e :~ai~~ after field work for· the p~esent~nve:tigation had been 
..... 
the basic biology of Tonicella was limited 'to minor 
In order to better compre~hd-the behavior 
. . \ ....... • . 
the authox 4ttempted throughout the study to gath~ as much, 
i,nvest~gat±c;ms. of an undisturbed Held ,pOpulation of 
. . )· . . . ' ! .· 
-1 .> • • ~vans (195-1.) .iound t _hat· re~ponses· to _ l;a~io~s 
. (., \ 
Throughout the 
! . marmorea .. 
v\ 
environmental ~actors 
greatly affected the behavior and movement of 
. . . ... 
Lepidochitona cine~eus (Linnaeus) 
' : . 
• Similar experimentation to that desi9ned by Evans was used in an attempt. 'to 
~ -
• • ~ , • f-





With the exceptions· of the works by Lange·r (1~72 5 a,nd Evan_s : ('1951}, 
I 
all . previous studies on Polypla~ophoran ·~thol~gy ~ere confined to .. : .. 
' 
li.tt-;,ral ~e~·les .. O~e of {he obsJ~vati:~ns comm~n t<? llleset wor~s was the 1 
• • ' Q \/ I 1. · , 
· -~b_ility o.f man_y chit~?s to "home" ' t~ particular · sites on 'the sli'bstr~tC7 · 
~ ~- To.~icell~ ~armorea ~~ eri.tirel~ subli tto:r:al -i~ Newfoundland '{lat\rs ~. the 
question aros~ as ' to. whether or' not these chi tons would "home", and, if so, . 
'' v
• I '\ • what~~ramet~rs affected their homing. ability. •. 
. . . ~ -' ... 
'Studi~s to determine ~n~ d~ily activit~ .Pft~ods of'T. marmorea 
I • . 
·as' well as the rel~tionsroip. between activity ~nd various e~vironmental 
I I ' • 
·. 1- . -
paral'f\ete~s ,· were~ also· conducted during,, the present program, sine~ Glynn ., 
. . . . . ' , . . . . ~:~. 
, ' ' • • I, , , 0 , , • o ,• • 1 , l' 
\(1970), Lyman ~.lMS) and Smith (1975) had found activity in several species 
• () : • • ' . •• • .. • I ' • • A 
pf_ intcrt;idal chi tons 
. o,/ 




• • • I • 
t6 b~ reiat'ed 'tc:> both· ~hotoperiod and ·tidal 
. . 
.. ' 








' ' ,. 
\ 
·' \ 
·; ..  · ~ . 



















CHAPTER I ,· 
... 
! 
MATERIALS AND METHODS . 
r ·. 
'Study Areas: 
over -a period :of'twq years~ from Apr.il 197~ to Aug~st 1974, 
• .J . spec{ffiens of Tonicella marmorea were collected from . several areas in. · 
. . 
. , Newfoundland an~· one bay in Labrador (Figu~e 1). The main sarnp~ing areas 
.· 
/.· ... in Newfoundland included Dyer's Gulch, Logy Bay; Tapper's Cove, .Torbay,, 
and Bread and Cheese Cove, Bay Bulls (Table 1). Most of the field · 
' .. 
. . 
obseJ;vations quoted in the text were carried out in the vicinity ·of Dyer '.s 
!· 
.· 
• • .. . 
Gulch1 Logy Bay'.' 
• . . •' . . . f!J 
Dyer'·~ Gul;:h is. a short, ·narr!=>w' .inlet. of Logy Bay, north of the 
. . 
' I 
si~e of th~ ~em~r'ial University Marine Sciences Res~~rch Laborato~y~ 
;. 
i , A 
.. . . ' '· . 
small · fresh .water 'str~am enters · 'the guich at it~ sout:t) west· extremity. 
Th_~ botto~~g~~ from st~~P ·~ock. ~ans· . and: ~ock . o~t.c::r~p~ . at. t~~ .head:. 
• .. • t') • 
to boulders. and pebbles a't the mouth. · ·Maximmn .w~ter depth · is 16 metres 
. ' 
.. 
in the gulch and ~r6ps rapidly out~ide its m~uth' (~~,9~~.· . .' .:.·. The · .... 
• ' • ~ • • • r ' I 
physical topography as · well · a~ the resident flora ,and.fauna of the gulch 
~ 
w~e described extensively by Himmelman ( 1969) and Emerson (1974). 
. . . j . . " 0 
• 0 • • • • 
Sampling and underw,at;er observations were caq·ied out on the 
. I ' • • . ' 
I• • 
I 
populations of~· marmorea present.on .the vertical rock walls located from 
f • . : • 
points A t~ ~' arid c to D J.n ~igure 2. ·· . .. 'I 
.. , 
T. marmorea sampled from Labrad~~ were coll~cted durin9 August 1972 
in,Saglek Bay, Labrado~. This work was carried out while the ~uthor was 
I ~ · 
•:-· ...... 



















10CATION OF AREAS ON THE AVALON PENINSULA,· -
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TABLE 1: : SAMPLING SITES IN .NEWFOUNDlAND AND ·LABRADOR 






Esti.mat»ed Abundance' ·of · Torricella marmor.ea 
1) Logy say 
2) Outer Cove 
3) Tor bay 
4) Biscayan•cove 
5) Portugal Cove 
.6) St. Phil,lip' s 
7) St.;Tf1omas : 
8) Holyrood I 
9) Chapels Cove 
'10) 13rigus. 
11) Carbo near Island 
" 
12) Bay Bulls 
13) Tors Gave 
14) Ferin~se 
15). cape Broyle 
16) Salmonier 
17) Eastport, B.B. 
. 18) Michael's Harb~ur, 
N.D . B. 
19) Saglek Bay, t.ib. 
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LOCATION OF STUDY A~S (SJ;.iAQED) IN DYER'S · 











































. . . 
Oc-eanography, ·.· then o.n charter to ' the Faculty of E~ine~~ing ~d 
.. 








All underwater observations and col,.l ections ·were made with the. 
. . ') ' · (I .. 
aid of· SCUBA. 
r 
In ord~r. to obta-i.n:-~o~h estimat-es of. t-he. population dens_ity of 
T.marmorea in the areas studied, several one metre square areas of 
(') . . ,. 
· bo'ttom were selected at random and the number of specirn~ns of· T. marmor ea 
7 
recorded . The type of habitat and th~ ·positiOn of specimens of T. marmorea 
\. 
were ·'noted • 
•i 
' ; .. ' . 
• I • , 
Large speciniens of !_. marinorea 
,. 
-<~_n.,}Jan 0.5 cm.long) were 
Ill • . 
or with'a · spatula ; Because of the 
. . .. • • 1 • • • • • 
I 
removed from the substrate ~ by hand, 
suscep~ibility .of ·smaller specimens ·t~ injury' during collection and 
handl_ing , only'· large specimens were used during· this study . . Sizes 
., . . ' . , . 
. therefore represent the m~an maxima' for each collecting site'. 
Q 
All :spec~m~n.~ .were transpor.ted to the lab'?ratory in sea water 
. ·~ 
.immediately after collecd.on·. When possible , spe~imens transported 
. . . ' . .. 
long distances ·were .. refrigerated. !_. marmorea was found to be. hardy and 
. I . . 
survived periodS> of up to two days in unaerate~· sea water, which rea,ched 
t~mperatures. of up to 18° Celsius:At the _lab{:>ratory, specimens were 'placed 
. . . 
·inunediately in holding t?nks o.f ~irc1,1lating sea water . 
Two basic typ~?S ~f _holding and experimental ta~k~ were used · 
throughout the study,' Ini ti~ly the chi tons 'were held in a ,fibre 
. -





r e inforced plastic tank. rr:his•'tank was approximately 0.8 m. ·wide by 1.2 m. 
' I long'· with a maximum water depth of about 10 ern . 
The chi\:ons w~re transferred to .a second fibret reinforced p~astic 


























' · , . 





' • by 4. 9 m. with a maximum wa~er depth of abOut 10 centimetres. 
0 0 
J • .. . ~ ' . , 
· a 
. . 
All tanks w'e:re continuously' supplied with unfiltered .se:a water from.
1
• • 
LOgy Bay. -Tempe~atures. · i~ the ~anks · ~~re' usuady ~-4. ~~elsius degre~s 
above the ambient,· s'ubsu'rface temperat~re in the bay and th~refore ranged 
·' . 
from 0 to l.2°C, 
: . 
...... . 
Unless otherwise. noted!. all holding and expe~imental tanks were 
supplied with a sUbstrate .consisting of rock p~r~ic1es ~ to ·5 mm~ . in 0 
\ ' • • • • 0 .. • • • 
~i~eter , taken from Middle Cove. · ~h~s pa~ti~ulate matter was·rinsed and 
scattered civer 'th,e· tank bottom to a depth of 1 to· i em. · Spec~ens of . 
o. \ • • I • 
T. marmorea moving across the bottom of. the tank displaced· the particles, 
- . . -: 
and lef_t a clearly defi~ed· path·. · .· 
-Natural populations of a lgae, bryozoans and other mi:~rosc.opic marine 




organ isms 'were allowed to develop ·on t!he sides and bOttoms ·of the tanks and '· . 
. . ... 





·. ·:r . 
their 'contents,. to prov.ide fo?? for specime~s ·of.!: malj]lorea . o • I 
, 
All newly collec~ed specim~J1S w~re arllowed a perio~· of. · 24 to .''48 hours 
. , 
from the time of capture ,-: to acclimate -to .their surroundings.· 
' I ' ' 
At th!=! end 
of this period they were measured an.d t 'aggef:l. 
0 0 
.. 
Measurement and Tagging · ' 
Each chiton was removed fro~ ~he tank u~ing a ·spatula ana · brumediately 
• • 0 
trap~ferre~ ,to a 5 x 8 em. glass plat~ . . · The pl~te was immersed .in a 'bowl 
I 
. 
of sea water pi.~ced ·in ' an ice bat~h. · .' While <?n the glass plate, the length ·: 
~~d width of each chiton' was mea.~Ur-ed using verrii~r 'cal'ipe~s . ·, 0 
• 0 • • 
, Length wa's m~~~ur~d . a~ the. dfs'taric.~ ~etween t.h~jmcer~o':. ·~.~d 
. . . . .. 
· .post~rior margins . of the girdle and ~idth as the distance .between the 
· · margins of the girdl e at the ,fourth _valve ,(Figure 3). ·. o 
·. 
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DORSAL VIEW OF TONICELLA MARMOREA SHOWING THE ' 






















D~e to _the nature of t~e ~experimental program a tagging method 
'· 
which would minimally interfere with 'the normal behavior of 'the animals .·was 
.. • ~ \ ~ • I • ' I 
. ~ 
required. · Several methods were tested inc~uding · .. sc1;at~hing the valves an~ ·. 
removal of smail,portions of'the girdl~. 
lacquer or fast · drying resins .was al'~o attempted. 
Nbne of these methods of tagging proved to be satisfactory. 
. I 
. . 
clipped sections of the girdle were difficuLt to see wherr an ani~al was in · 
. ·. 
' . 
• a crevice,. and grew back in 3 to 6 weeks . scratches on . the valves 
were quickly obs clired .by ' growths of bryozoans 'and algae. 
. ~ 
The 
yarious p~ints and resins u~~d would not ' adheFe to the d~p, . smooth 
exterior of' the valves,· and quickly flaked off. {A.s the photosensitive 
. ' --
· on the ·· dorsal surface of · organs , OJ;" ae s thetes 1 · are l.ocated in small pits 
area was avoided; 
; 
The most 
small, plastic , 
satisfactor¥ method of tagging involved the attachment of 









approximately one mm. in diameter and are -.obtainable .tn. a .variety of colours 
' . . . ' ; 
·~ 
from most' handicraft stores. · Only · those beads with imbedded colour were · ... 
. . 
I 
satisfactory, as ~those which were painted lost~fi~ir coio~r in water. ~he 
... 
. 0 • 
beads were attached singly; or· in grou.ps of two~ o'r three, to . the rignt 
crarriad portim~ of the g~.rdle. The beads were threaded onto a needle 
· usi-ng nylon ~utllre thread·. . Be fore j:agg ing the needle r thread and. beads·· 
were rinsed in a solution of 70% ethyl alcohol to minimize infection . The 
.. . 
. . . .. 
needle was passed thro~gh the dorsa~ surface of t~e girdle at the base of 
the second ~aive, and emerged in the pallial· groove. The thread was the~ 
·. 
looped around the girdle .. and ser;:ur7d to the beads with tw9 half hitches .. 
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. • . : ;l : 0 





'._ .. , 
. 11 
(Figure · 4). 
weighk. was ·.measured to the nearest tenth' of a gram on an electronic . 
b;>larice . 
1 
Befor~ ~eighing, the chit~n.las removed from the water bath and 
blotted drY. · · . . \ 
Meas~ernent of .~gth, width .and reig~t were re~eated every three 
months foJ; each 'specimen of 1:• marmorea.. / · Meteorologic~·l .inf~rm~tion for .. thl St . John ' s area was.· supplied by 
' . . \ 
th~ Atmospheric Environment Service, Environme~t Canada; as recorded at 
I • I • ' I l ,• 
~ . 
~ l 
At the laboratory, .-dai·ly water tel\'peratures i n the tanks were · 
. . " · . ~he Torbay weather a.ft:ic\. 
record eo ' using a ~ercury bulb. th.ermorneteJ . 
. . ;.) :· 
. .. . .I 
. I 
l 
. '· . . . .\. I 
from pers6nal communication 
· Freda t-ion 
' . 
I ' I 
Informat~on on predat~on was obta~ned 
.f 
/ w~th other research~rs working on predator species of Tonicella rnarmorea 
I •• I . 
at togy. Bay, and from. several e~perirnentil; : carried out at the labor.atory. 
. . . ' ! . . . . . 
. . ' 
specimens.of T. marrnorea\were placed i n tanks containing cunners, 
. - . . . I . . . . . 
Tautogolabrus adspersus (Walba~1' lobsters, Homarus americanus 
. (Milne-Edw~rds), crabs: Cancer spp~ and .Hyas coarctatus (Leach) ; a~d sea~ 
stars,Asterias vulgaris (V~rrill) :.. ·The ·~predat~:r::" species were· not given 
any other food either during the experiment or for two .days prior to the 
. . .. 
start'of experimentation: 
~ . i 
The experiments varied from 24 hours to 72 
· hours in duration. 
. , •; 
,·. 
Feeding Behavior 
' · ~ 
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FIGU~ 4:· DORSAL AND LATERAL \1IEWS OF TONICELLA MARM:>REA 
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13 
observations and mon~toring of laboratory populations kept . in glass 
aquari~. '. . . . . tn the field, animals were removed from the substrate and 
checked for ·radular activity. In the laboratory radular•activity was 
J ob~erved througb .the glass walls of the aquaria and ·estimates made of the • • ~ • 0 • • < 
rate of radular movement and the ~riods of gre~test fee~ing activity. 
0 
. ·. ·: · Reproeluction and Development. 
.. - , 
# • 
SpaWning was observed i~·the labora~ory only once dui~ng the study 
J. \1> •;...- . ; , .._.- /,. I 
~'J.i:Yl > · ~ pe~iod. No observaE~on-s were made of .the spawning behavior of · ToniC'ell,p 
I ' I ·;.~~~·, 
, I , .1~ ' 




.· .using ~ip~t.{es. 
laborator,y spawning incident ova and sperm. were col~ected · 
J ' . 
·The gametes were placed in beakers of sea water in a 
' . 
holding tank. ~ The water in the beakers was changed daily ~ver t~e n~xt . 
t~~nt~ three ~ay· period·. Microscopi~ examin~~~hs .. we~e. m~de e~ch .~ay. 
on th~ \:.enth day after sp~wning smal). piec~s of stone, mollusc shell· and 
' . . ·. ' '. . . . . . ' 
" corallin.e algae were· placed in · the beakers to .prov~d·e settli~·g' substrate's · 
\ .... ., ·: 
for the larval' chi tol\s. • 
f 
,.. Photographs o'f the fertilized ova :were t _aken using a Zeiss Photo-
I 
microscope with TRI-~, 400 ASA film. 
kille<;] 
\ ~. . I .,. I • • . 
Specilllens of T. marmorea collected· ·~t.. Logy Bay· at thi~ time were· 
. : :'.;. '.. , 
. and examined to de·term{ne the ;ci6~di ti6n ~f th~ · gonads . 
• , • • • ' , • J <I f •• 
I 
Observations on the behavior of the larval . T. _·rnarniorea were inade 
I • \ . • ' / , · 
throughout ' the twenty three· day period of their developmen~;. :·. _ 
.. . 
. . . . 
General observations of the behavior of adult' specimens of T·. 
• • ., • - r 
. ' . . .. ' 
marmor ea were· made in 'conjunction with other experi~entation; ' both . in. 'th.e 



































Respons~ to Stimuli 
A series of e~pe~i-ments was set up to test the response of. · 
Tonicella m~rmorea to stim~li such as touch , ~gravity and water currents. 
The experimental design was in part adapted from similar work by _Arey_. 
.. . • ! 





The tactile -response of various body surfaces on!: marmorea 
to touch by a blunt-pointed instr-ument was observed dU:X.ing a n~er of 
'• 
trials. 
' . Q 
' ' 
. Furthur information on thigmotaxis was obi::a-~ned. 'through a series 
I , 
of experiments on 
placed in a gl ass 
~~rsal co~~act. _Four specynens .. of ·,-!·. mch:\qrea were 
a~uari~ ~hich .cbntai~~d--:a .raised. ~heet- of yglass, · 
.. . . : . . . . ~ : .. . . . : :· 
supported at · tht .corners by s~~ll - blop.ks ·.of I?~r1~f~~~~ The_ ~~i?ht , o~ .~t.he 
Ill 0 • • 0 • • 
. sheet ~a~ been. adjusted so that chitons travelli~g'6eneath the sheet . 
'· . 
. would br in9 their dorsal surfaces into contact .w~th it'. Four. ·additional 
specimens o T . marmorea · ~er'e ·_placed on the upper . sufac;e of tl;le sheet. · 
. . 
(b) · Geotaxis 
.. .... "'. 
.. . . 
· ·._- On April 30, 1975 six sp~cimehs of _!. marmorea we're pla9ed 
. 
... 
on a· 1 x 1 m. sheet qf ·rough_ fibreglass, .which· ~as then hung vertically 
• . . 
· i n __ ~h~ water coluriln of·~-~ 1-.5 m. deep J:olding· .tank. The postion of. the · 
. chitons on the -sheet was -checked at twelve · hour inter~als, · for two days. 
.. . . . . . . .. . 
A. second exp:tim_ent us'ing a 0. 6 X 0. 6 m. sheet of. glass, was set' up '. 
. 0 . • 
to test . downward movement of chitons eX_I?OSed to the air·. ·.TWenty specimens I . 
. . 
of T.· marmorea were placed on the sheet . (FigureS). The sheet was then 
'· \ .. 
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SCHEMATIC DRAWING .OF THE GEOTAKIC ~ESTING APPARATUS 
! . 'USED TC) DETtRMINE TH~ ~SPON~E Of 
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· ~ - '? • 16-
·· .was monitored 'for a per•iod of 'I. 5 hour~ . • I 
. ,· . . . Anbther ~xperiment of' this type was run I using ten' new spe~imens 
... . . . . ~ ..... 
During t~}~e~p~riment ~ very light .flow of. . ~ . 
directed. on the ·animals . tb prevent dessication . 
. ~ 
I • 
'. •. ·Each·.ot . these \expe'r'iments was repeated once with new SP,ec.Ut1e.ns ·of 
: ·T. marmorea •. ·· 
: : ·t· •. 
. . 
.. 











• • • • lb 
The :.response of T. rnarmorea to turbu~~nt . water. and currents 
was examined in a seri~s of· shor t e~per.~ents. I • 
.. 
~ ' e . 
T<;> ass~s. s the response f.,o, _curr~~ts~ i;,en specimens were'·J?l.iced · 
. • . r .. 
randomly. o~ a ' ho~izonta'l glass sheet 0.'6 x 0. 6 rn . Ten other chitons "were 
.placed ~nside a 30 ' cm. piece·~f 7.6 em. diameter P?ly-vinyl-chlo~ide (PVC) 




· _, sur.rQu.ndings for one-half hour, after whi'Ch time slow water currents were' 
introduced across the s~rfa~e of the glass pla~e, and through the~VC 
. . 
~ 0 -.-: 
tubing. · Obseryations·on the respons~ of ~pecirnens -of T~ ~armorea to the 
. . . . 
• ~lte~ current ·were continued for one hour . . . 
. • 
(d) Phototaxis and Response to ~hotoperiod 
.· 
A number of.experiments testing the response ofT. marmorea 
. 
, ._.. I 
) to light ~~e performed. All·chitons tested were held in :a 1 x 1m. white 
. '. ' ' . 
· plastic tan~. The tank ~as supplied with sea water held at a 'depth of· 
·12. 7 'em.. The ~ank. was located in a. portion o{ a wet bench direcqy "in · 
. . 
front o·f a large laboratory window. Arcificial light was supplied by an 
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f''l'tted with a 150 watt ipcandesG:ent'·bulb . The light; intensity on 
th~ dorsal surface of the valv~·s or th'e chi tons was. approximately 
1000 foot- candles. 
Acti~e specimen~ of T. marmorea were sel~cted for this ~tudy. 
I 
Only those chiton~ ·which m~v~d at least 30 em. per night were used . 
Chi tons . used ranged in leng_th from 1. 0 ~o 2. s ern . All. an.imals. were 




allowed one-half hour to acclimatize to the tank be~ore experiments -
were begun. A;t the end of . \:his period· the experimental regime was 
, . . 
9 
institUt ed . The experiment began when the ~irs~ chiton moved . 
Unless otherwise noted, all other lighting ~Q the labbratory 
was off during this period, •and the labo~ator~ win:~w ~as bloyked 
by· a sheet' of bJack _plastic. 
As· T. marmorea . was o~served both 
• t~ 
in the. labo;atory ana· the 
• (> .. 
field to be active at night only, an exper.iment in which' the 'normal, 
. "' ' " · light and dark cycles ~of the day,' were rever~ed WaS USed tO asse$S 
whether the nocturnal liabit was tr.:i,ggj;!red by light only,, or i~ a. 
. d ' h h • 1 f• 't D .· h'~ . : h't c1rca 1an r yt ym was a so a ac or. ur1ng t 1~ exper1ment ten c 1 ons 
. . · 
. . 
were placed in·a controlled li~ht .cMmber.':euilt of wood and impervious 
. to li$Jht, t he pharnber ·consisted of a fiv~-sid~d box. which fi'tted. over a ';. 
: ... 1.65 X 1 rn. 'sect.ion of a ·w~t .be~ch . Th~to; 'hinged lid_ con~a~~ed three 
•• • . ~ '\ . 'I r; 
·100 watt incandescent lights, fixed at equal distances along the tank's 
. .. 
. . 
l~ngth . ' A continuous suppiy of sea ' water kept tHe t~rnperature . c&nstant. 
J · 
t ..... 
The lights were. controlled by an automatic timer . During the first 
. . 
. three days of the experiment the chamber had twelye hours of light 
· .f~l'l-ow.:rd· by twelve hou~s of dark On the fourth'day the automaiic 
·--
... 
t~me~ was changed so that the. nex t ligh~ period was twenty- four hours 





. .. ; 
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• I l . . . 
long at;.d the artificial Qight. fell during the normal day~ght hours. The . 
. . 
reversal of normal light and dar~ periods ~as, continued for several days • . 
. During this period specime.ns of'·T. marmorea in the exper.imental chambe~ . . 
were monitored -~eribdicaliy to as~rtain t~eir activity patterns. 
rther assess the most active period of the day 'for T. · niarmorea", 
.50 spec s·. we·~~ obs:xyed, ~~r a ~wenty-four hour, period: · Begin~ing at 
1400 'ho ~pril 9 and ending at 1490 hour;; the . following day, the 
::.ctiv~9 o·f. the labor~tory. chitpns was monitored e.v~ry h~ur: The numbe~ 
of ch.itons moving and the distance. moved each \our . were reco.rded. . D~ring 
• , • • ~ • I - -
the night opservations were maqe usirig short dura~ion light).ng wit;h re"tl .. ' 
/ 
l~ght so as t<;> ~disturb the animals a~ .liti;le as possible. 
·~ ~ 
. ' ... 
Movement 
. Attempts . were made .l.n the field to tag spe.cinfens of Tonicella . 
mamorea. underwater, or to replace tagged."specimens to the areas. from .which 
.1 • • \ 
they were orig~nally sampled. Reg~lar observatio~s· c;f. 'the mo~ements of 
these ta~ged animals was: used to ascertain the ro.~e of "hom,ing_" .i~ the 





An artificial habitat was created in the laboratory. 
'. . ~ 
Of. var l0US types Of rocks 1 shellS and. Other possible restf:ng sites placed 





wa~· gridded in 7. 6 
.. 
em. sq)lares . Approximately s.j.xty tagged chitons were 
placed at various positions in the tank and allowed to ac;climate tti it for · 
a period of seven days. ' 
At the end of this period, the .ex,act location -of each chiton in the 
•. 





























0 • • 
' 0 • ,• 
' 
.. . . 
' 
.( ~ I 
, • 
The chi tons were anoweq . to 'move ·freely about the tank ·and were not 
. . 
. ·19 
. ' ., di.sturb~d ~n a!"ly way'; A.t 1200 hours each day·, t 'ha position of each 
( .. 
chiton was recorded, 'and s~ale drawing~ made of ·the ~rails . left in . : \· ' . ." I 
• 1 0 • 
the sediment by the previous night ' s activi~y . The sketched .trails 
; , ', 
o' 
were then measured and an estimate of total daily activity of each 
~ . . 
. . 
chiton obtained. Throughout the study, · chitops ofte~ moved ~lo~g the · 
sides ·of the tank, .QJ:" a~oun? _the rock they rested ·on , leaving no 
observable trail . When this occurred, activity was estimated as the 
to it~ original site, no activity was r~corded for the .'period. 
.As ~hi's' type- of · p.ctivity was limited to a S!l)ail number of animcils, 
it was .. not expect~d to greatly affect measurement of the .total actvity. 
of the population. · 
I ' 
.· ~hen change~ in rest~n~ sites occurred, . t~e 's;traight line distanc'e 
. 




pot !_. marmorea ~ssessed :a -hpme range .. 
" .. . . ~ ... . 
. Two .studles of· this ' t'y_pe .. were c;:arried ' out, The first ran from 
. . \ 
~ovember 1 to December 7~ 1973, a pe~od of 37 days. The second was 
29 .days long, . ~om Mqrch 14 to Apx:ll . ll, 19~4. Daily water' temperature 
I , I 
' 
. · wa~ measured with a ll!ercury bul b thermomet~t:. Duration of I the tlho't~pe;-i!=ld~ · · 
.. 
' in hours per day, and radiation i n ·Langleys· per day, were obtained 
from the A'tmospheric Environment . Service, Environment Canada·. 
\ 
After the re·~ult~ had been tabulated, .corre.l ational co-effi~ie~ts 
.0 • . . 
· for activity per day versus ·water temperature,£hotoperioq, and radiatxon .· 
were computed using a Hewlett . Packard·Caiculator-Cornputer, model 9810 : 
' . 
·o 
The fot:mulae . used for the computcihons are give~ in Appendix I. 
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Toni cella marmorea , the mottled red chi ton I is c;:ommOnly found 
· in ' the coastal waters · of Newfoundland and Labrador at depths of.l to 
150 metres. ( Abbott,1954·· ) . It is a 'small chi to~,· · reaching 
• 0 ' •• 
'approximately • 3 em·. · in ·length.' Because of its distribution and outward 
'· . \ 
appearance, ·it is often confused ~ith Toni ce11a rubra the red. 
~or~hern chiton~ T. rubra general~; doe~ no~ r~a~s of grea_ter · 
• o ~han 1 . 5 to· 2 . 0 em. and possesses minute, ~lo~gate scales whi:ch co-.ver 
the. girdle. The girdle of !· marmorea is' naked . 
The only othe.r chiton · COlllft\On to these wa.ters is Ischnocl1iton 
albus, the white horthern chiton; . \o~hich r 'eaches lengths of 1 to 2- em. 
. . ' . . ..f . . 
!· iubra and T.· marmorea, which are· usually buff and red in 
..., 
Unlike 
colour, .!.· albus is always a . pale ere¥' .to white. ,.':hroughout, 'this 
study.!.·-,~ was sighte.d only twice; at Tapper'~ Cove, Torb~y 
.and at 'Portug~l Gove, coriceptiqn Bay. 
. -~ ~ 
Because of: the i f' smaMe~ size I .!. . 
· .. 
albus and T. rubra teric1ed to 
20 
; 
· . iphabit th~ sl)laller cr'a'CJ<s and crev1ces of the 1\ard substrate. 'r. 
· m~rmorea, which i~ often· mor: exposed, was -the ~o-nl~ observed 
... chitqn . I 
T. marmorea can be found in abund~nce . t ) 5 chi ton~ I?er square 
. 
metre) ~n most rocky, sublittoral zones o'f coastal Newf0undla"d . (Table 1) • 
. I . 
T. marmorea was never present in 'depths of less 'th~n 1 m. and usually 
·· . 
• 




























/. · .. 
·21 
was most abundant ·at 10 m. In areas of steep rock outcrop, .!· · marmorea 
was conunon in dept~s of 2 to· 15 m'. , ranging to within 1 rri. of the .low 
water mark during the night and remaining during the day in depths 
gre~ter than 2 11\• 
·0 
T. marmorea was never observed · to move· into the intertidal zone, 
..;_·_:·- ·-.. 0. 
throughout the period of· this study . However, chitons taken from 
. ' . 
the· field to the laboratory were o£tel} observed moving near the air-
w,ater interface. In this position. the lateral e~ge o·f the girdle 
was exposed to the air • Occasionally a chiton was obseryed. to crawl 
e~tirely out of the wa'ter . , I . Wh~n this happened the chiton moved in 
0 
a straight line distance of several cent'imet;res away frol)l:the water's 
·ed.ge_, . eventua~y ~ecame . irnmobiJ~ and sealed. the gir~le 'tightly to 
the tp.nk wall. Eve~ though ' the air/water interf~:e ·was close at hand, · 
these animals :r:emained immobile and eventually died. 
.. by 
Th~ dis~ribut~~n ·of._!· •ma~morea did. . n~ppea.t; t~. ~~~affected 
turbulence, excep~ in 'such extreme ~reas as ·s~f z~~e~~ ~n · a ;~hble · 
beach. T. marmorea was not present in areas characterized by brackish · 
. water, heavy silting or sand. The· major habitat requirement· was a 
firm s_ubs tra te such as rock outc~of . o~, boulders. T. marmorea has 
been observ~d on stones 'or pebbles·, less than ·2 to 3 em. in diameter. 
T. marrnorea is a nocturn·al ' animal which begins to move in the 
hours just a_£ter suns-et. Dqring the night the larger chitons are 
z::ead,ily· observ<?ble on. the UJ?per su:r;.faces of rocks or mollusoan shel~s, 
and · on exposed rock' outcrop~. 
'< 




















. respons& and,. with the onset o{ dawn ," move to shelter. ' \'lithin two · • 
. , 
hc;)urs . of .sunrise, no chi tons ·.remain eXJ?Ol?·e~. ... 
Th~ · smaller chitons sp~·nd the da'ylight hours deep within crevices 
( . . 
in th~ r.o~k or encr~sting coralline ·algae , C>_F unper· stones . Even at 
. l 
night they are • USUally found Within close proximity Of their 'shelter 1 
. . ' .. \ 
\ 
some never leave the crevice at· all. 
I 
The · larger T. marmorea also 
' . 
seek shelter durin~ .the day . t0d~·r rocks and in crevices. . However; 
. t11ese chi tons may also b~en fo_~d be~~·ath ·<?lumps of algae~ . or sponges 
or . close to anemones , se·a cucumbers, tunica tes and other sessile marine 
organisms . . ' As ~el l , T. marmorea which live, on botilder~ or rock 
outcrop imbedded ih sand 'or silt often spend · the daylight h~urs 
. ' . . 
at: the lowest edge of the substrate f ~ar"tially 'buried. in the sand or 
' . 
silt. 
· In most hahi'tats frequented by T. marmorea during tb.is program 
• ll·' 
c;orallihe algae was found to be the dqmi.nant encz:us~~ng organism. 
Sponge:; barnacl~s and bryozoans· ~ere prese~t on the .s~strate, .but 
' 
were mor e .l.:i.mi ted. in ab'w:tdance and distribution ;than was the coralline 
algae~ 
·, . . . 
The daytime niches qccupied by specimens of T. marmorea were 
. . 
Often Shared 'With Organi,SIDS SUCh aS brittlestarS, mUSSels , anemone~ 1 
limpe~~ and other chi ton species. 
Dyer's Gulch, Lof::IY Bay is the locatio'n ·o·f one of . the ~argest: 
populations of T.· marmorea studied during. this program. tt was assumed 
~ 
· that .·t})is. area would the.ref~~~~ possess many of the characteristics 
faVourable to the survival of the chiton . . The flora and fauna of 
' .. I 
pyer ' s Gulch has been exten~ively .des<;:.db~d by Himrnelman (1969) 
and Emerson ( 1974). . . 
. \ 
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Colouration ·and Size 
t : 
· The mottled buff and red colouratiori of Tonicella marmorea made it· 
difficult to distinguish from the backgroJ.lnd coraline al~ae and sponge~. 
Variation .in the P.atterns of mottling, as well as .it;l t~e ratio of the buff 
... 
to red ·colouration combined to produce colouration ~nique to ,each animal • 
·. . o~casi~·n.al.ly ·animals from a/ par~icular 
-d~'r!te~ or lighter i~ -hue ~han others. 
.. 
area al?peare.9. to be .Predominantly 
These dfffer.e~ces were~· 'howev~r~ of .. 
. ...... ..... _, 
.. ~. ··~;.· ·~-very subtl~ 'nature, and .not reliable as a method of discrimination between 
• . ~ "- ., I 
. . s~c~mens. san\pled from <iifferent. areas. No sexual dimorphism. was evid.ent 
.. 
·. 
in the external colouration of specimens of T. marrnorea observed during this 
• 0 • • l· J . - ••• • • 
study ·period. · Many of t::he ch.it6ns p()s'sessed·. b.imds ·of brilliant 
green in the dorsal ·s)lrface . of· the girdle CFigur~ :6) ~ . ·: . 
Also of ·rioie is an aquamarine ~o~ouration of T • . marrnorea found in 
.• . 
Michael's Jl9rbour, Notre Dame Bay (Figures ~6 and ~) • Five specimens with 
' . . . 
• ' ' I 
. this .peculia.r · coiour
1
ation w~~ collected and taken· to the laboratory . Over 
the period of a year no chang.es were evident in the · original' · colo~r aJ)d 
microscopic e~arninatiOI?-S .were made to ensure that 'the colour was not a . 
I 
~esul t . of an en~rusting algae or bryozoa.' . When preserved in 7ot ethyl 
.. ' 
.. : I 
alcoh<;>l for 24 hO)lrS, the Valves of · the$e .;lnirnals +~st all colouratfon·,· .' 
. ... 
unli~e that of the other T. marmorea .which; retained·, for the most part, ·~heir 
. original colourations. ·. 
.. 
The ·mean maximilrn size range :of ·each population of T. matl/lorea ·sampled 
is ,given in Table 2: Chito~s sampled at Saglek iBay '· Labrador I were 
,. . ·~ 
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·. 
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.• 
FIGURE 6: A NUMBER OF VARIATIONS IN THE COLOURATION OF SPECIMENS 
OF TONICELLA MA&~OREA SAMPLED FROM SEVERAL LOCATIONS 
IN NEWFOUNDLAND . 
24 
FIGURE 7: COMPARISON OF THE UNUSUAL AQUAMARINE COLOURATION OF 
TONICELLA MARMOREA SAMPLED FROM MAICHAEL ' S HARBOUR , 
N. D. B., AND THE ' NORMAL ' COLOURATION OF TONICELLA 
MARMOREA SAMPLED FROM DYER ' S GULCH , LOGY BAY . 













TABLE 2: COMPARISON OF SAMPLE SIZE IN SPECIMENS OF TONI CELIA MARMOREA 
SAMPLED FROM DIFFERENT ' AREAS OF NE. WFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR 
· ~ -· 
__ ...... -
..---~ ~# ~- _.,. 
·.Area 
Logy Bay 

























































Measurements of length; width and weight for ·individual animals , 
' . . . 
. . 
tAken ·. at three month intervals for · one year ?id not demonstrate any· 
·. 
' I 
trend 'ii:l i~crease or decrease of size 'ofT. mamo_rea~ Variations in the 
. ~ \ . . 
size of these measurements .wez:e not large enoucjh _to b.e att,ributabl~ to· 
anything other than experimental err~~· 
A number of chi tons used in this 'stttdy were kept in· the labor~ tory · I . . . . ·. . 
for per'iods up to th~ee ye~rs. J S~ve~al of these ·animals ·died as a resu~ t 
of 'infections in the tagging area ·. · other causes of death included thermal 
. I 
.. 
stress resurting from accidental elevation of. taJ:lk temperatures to 24 °C ~ 
. . 
dessica.tion and organ damage incurred during-. sa!"plinq. Data from animals 
which died during or s~ortly after e.xperirnen tation was .. deleted . 
.. 
Predation · ' 
, .During ~aboratqry trials, ·T. marmorea was eaten by the seastar 
.-
(Asterias vulgaris), , crabs (Cancer spp . ) .and ._young iobsters (Homarus 
americanus).. Tl\e. chitons did not display: ·any av/~our to aily 
of these predators but responded to the initial,...touch. of the · se~star tt¢~ 
. feet by_ clamping tightly to ~-subst:r~~ 
' 
. Asterias wlgaris when provided with' other food such as capelin, 
•;>< .. • • • 
Mall.otus villotus (Miller) or mussels, Hyti~s. edulis. Linna'eu~ . did n()t 
eat Tonic ella marmorea. The same was true for small cr~s and lobsters. 
Cunners (Taut~goiabrus. adspersus) did not eat ,specimens of !.:_ 
marniorea e3Cposed on the tan~ wall:s_, but have •been observed to actively prey 
I 
· on chi tons ,in the field. 1 The cunner did not scrape chi tons from the rock 










.. r . · 28 
·, 
but bit completely through the protective valves and ate t:he soft visera. 
'"· . . .. . ' 
' . 
Tonicella marmorea and Ischnochiton rUber are also preye_d .upon by . 
I • 
the yellowtail flounder , Limanda · ferruginea (S~ore_r) ·and .the· wint_er , 
flounder, Pseudopl~uro~ectes ame~icanu~ ·cwalbaum) (Ba'rto-wJlls, 1973) . 
. ·' 




T. rnarmorea feedby raspilJ? ·aw~y en~rust.ing flora and fauna from the · 
. . 
substrat~- on which they moved. . W~ile f~ed~~g , the an~l ~oved i_n .. ,a . 
straigh~ _line sl!owiy o~~r- the .. s-ub~tra~e ~' hoid.ing 'the ante~ior margin _of the 
. . . . . ! ' ~ . . . •0 • • \ • • 
girdle. slightlY, above .the -suh)itrate surface._ .'-. The raaula, which is 'li)ng and 
. I 
e<iu'ipped ':'lith l _arge teeth, moved ·in and o·ut at ~ rate · of ~ppro~imately 25 
. . ·~· . . .. 
·. 
. . ;4 . _:: . . . 
times per. minute. · Pr~trusio~ of the ch.~!l"'recepti:'Ve .sub~adltlar organs, as 
. . . ( ... ':;- . : .. 
. described by Frett~r (l937) I was .not ·qbserv~d, · 'but as food was abund,a:nt in 
-.. . , 
-.· 
• . . ! . '"- . . . 
Lahorabory· observations of specimens Of .T . .' marmorea held in g~ass 
. . . 0 ·.. ~ . ,. . ' . . .. :: . • . . 
a~aria ~ndicat~d . that . a . ~-19~e- association ~-~tween ·'mov~men~ and feed:ing . .l(fl . 
existed . • I ' Chitons which were stati<?nary for per~ods of time exce~di.ng two 
:.· ~ 
. . . 
. . 
or :three minutes did not exhibit any raduUr moyement. Chi tons which 
I • I ,' 
began moving over the ;glass walls of the aquaria were observed to .initdate 
.. . . .. . '\ : . : . . . . . . . . 
radular mo~ement within se~onds of the occurrence 0f th_e firs_t pedal wave. 
In the field, animals' d.istrubed during . the .dark hpurs whiie lllOving ov.::r the 
I • 
·' 
. substrate . h~d the ~adul~ extruded ·and in motion . Aniinals · disturb~d whil~ -. 
. . , 
. .. 












, a 't rest durin~ 'the p})oto~eri~ did not exhib~t- radular· activity. S im:i:la.r 1 y • .. 
. . . 
. . 
no ndular activity was obser.:red ij,ur.ing the day in tpose a~_imals clustered 
. . 
·' 
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normally tluring .t~e 0 night hours would, if, disturbed· by artific~al I :' , 
) 
lignts, eithe:r:: return rapidly to· the home site. or. seek a new .shelter . 
. . . ~ 
. " 
.No feeding behaviour was observed during th;is movement; . . 
· c The faeces of Ton-ic~lla marmore"" were ~erX;>sited as small cream 
coloured .cylinders simil~r to those 'described by .Arey and Crozier (19J,.91 
• 0 - . 
'for ~ tuberculatus. [1. 2. 5 em. l'ong animal had~ faecal pellet'•of 
. . . 
. ~: 
· 2 mm. in length· and o. ~ mm. in thickries's. They wer·e emi t .ted in 
mucoid chains of two 'or three . which rem'&ined 0 in-: the tanks for U}? 
.. 
.to. twenty f~mr hou~~.?:" ~o evidence . ~f f.Ps~a~ masses. ~ere seen in · t~e · 
29 
d , , . )) • l • . 
·. ' field. · Detailed .~h~l~sis of. content· was not carried ~ut. in this study,' · 
0 ·, • • . ·,. • 
0 • • • • 
but • Pr~limihary ··exiunination indicated the presence o'f ·~ranu}ar part.icle~ 
·and fibrou's tissues.· ~ . 
• 0 0 /.""" . 
• 0 
. \ . . .. 
Defecati!'m in T. marmorea occurred randoiuly ·throughout a · 24 1\our 
e « • s ' 





Reprod\u:tion and .Development 
.s~aw~ing ·of Tonicella 'marmorea. was observed onl y once duri~~· .the 
study . pn JU~~ 25, 1973, from. ~pprox.imately 1~_15 · t~ .1630 hours ,three 
. . J. 
. . 




~ All of ,the 
· ~he upper. surface 
,I .·, • 
s~aw~ing chitgrs had, moved to . sunny, · .exl?~.sed . 'position~ . on. 
of the rocks in ·the }Joldi!lg 'ta~k.. The water · tempet;"ature 
., 
in t .he tank.' was· 7°e. .'o~ing ' spawning,, the posterior edge _of the m~ntle 








(Figure a ) . 
•. 
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the region• ~f the brachi~l chambets. in two parallel streams . .. ·.~e -~e;-m·.·· 
. '\.' ' '"/ .. 
.... . --
·was :milky-white in colour and-quickly dispersed in the water • 
. . ~ . 
Th~ bright 
red· ova were emitted one or· two at a time and- were held togethe': J?Y a 
gelatinous material · .. f?Uring t .he P.er~.od of obs~riation. the ~hr~e 'temales 
emitted 594 ova, of which 1·31 were collected (T~ble J) . '. Gastropods 
·, . (Margarites spp) were observed actiyely eating the newly l~id eggs: . 
.. 
Disturbance ?f the spawning behaviour o'ccu~red while : the au tho~ was .. 
,. 
colle~tirig ~sperni and ova .with a · pipette. 'The chitons s.o disturbed 
.immediately ceased emission of gametes and lowered the girdle margin 'to the 
.. 
substrate. Spa.w~ting behavidur resumed within seconds of removal ' of tne · . , 
..~ ~· 
The . thl:'ee females spawned continuo.usly th~?ughout ·the two and one. 
' 
h·alt' hour observation period, ~nd stopped wit~hi~J?. fi~~ minute·~ of each other . 
Only 'one of. the males was spawning initially.. 1The o.thers begart' about one 
' . 








other mature chit.ons but. no reaction· was opserved when sperm were ,re~~~:'!! 
near each of them. 
' · 
• No other c.hitons spawned. ' in the laboratory -during _the rern?in~er of 
the study and no observations were made of chitons spawning in the field . 
. :·: 
\ 
ThreE! days af.ter the labqratp::y spa~ing , specimens',of. T .· marmorea 
from tbe labora~ory and the field were examined and found to contain well devel-t..·· .. 
oped ova & sperrn.The'gonadal ' tissue of the males is. col~ured milky~wn+,te 
while that of the females ' is bright red. 
Th~ ovum · of T. ma~orea is approximate-ly 0. 2 rnm.': in diameter 
. . ' ·. 
' . (Table 4) ·and is enclosed ·in· a hairy 'chorion (F'igure 9).. The ova and · the 
. . . 
. . . 
I 























TABLE 3: SIZES OF SPAWNING TONICELLA MARMOREA , WITH NUMBERS.OF OVA 
COLLECTEU FROM EACH F~E, AFT~R ONE HOUR o; SPAWNING. 
.. 
. . . 
Chiton Length (ern) Number .of Ova 
... 
1 '1. 9 Fe11.1ale ' 93 . 
'2 .2. 0 
" 
Female 15 
·3 2 •. 0 Feniale 23 
' .. 
4 2. 4 Male )l 
5 2. 2 Of Male • .t 
' > '6 '2.2 .· Male :-
.. 



















FIGURE 9 : MICROPHOTOGRAPH OF TONICELLA MARMOREA OVUM/ZYGOTE , 
TAKEN FOUR HOURS AFTER SPAWNING . 
A TOTAL DIAMETER OF OVUM/ZYGOTE 
B DIAMETER OF THE CORE 


















' . .... , 
\ .. 
TABLE 4: . SIZE (/"" 1 OF THE 0~/ZYGOTE . OF TONIC ELLA .MARI-10REA .. 
· FOUR HOURS AFTER SPAWNING; ( REFER TO FIGURE 9 FOR. 
























.238 . 0 
255 .• 0· 
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, catch:..~-~.$ily, i~ . any rough surface thus securing the : 6\rum or zygo~e to the 
• I; . )". ·• ' 
substrate. "' 
·.· '' 
Four days after spaw~ing, o!l June . ;l8 , < the first .of the zygotes 
metamorphosea i~t<;> t·r~cho~h~re . la;,ae~·:: Wi~~in t:w·~nty-f~ur hours a.ll 
' ' • 0 • . . • ' . • . 
• • & • • fl. -= : •'"!.='!-~ . 
viable zygbtes had .metamqrp~osed . l Th~trochophore )larvae were pale 
~ 
o.range in oolo~ and radially synunetrical (Figure lOC) . Each possessed 
two flagellae ' at tbe anterior pole and w·ere C?pable Of SWi~ing. 
. . . . ' ·.··· 
On July 10 I. twelve days after hatctting ,: the larvae \became flatt!'!ned 
dorsoj~ntral~~. · Two reddish ~ells such as those described for Lepidopleurus 
, 
asenus (Spengler ) ,(Christiansen, . l954) app~ared on ·the· ventrai surfac!'!· · 
Bands of clear cells appea·red on the dorsal surface marking the beginning of 
. . . 
the format;ion of sh~ll _Plate~ (Fi~ure 10~. These i.~rvae were active· and 
·swam in · a spiralling motion similar to that described for Lepidopleurus 
. . . . ... 
. . . . \ 
asellus · _' (Christiansen; 1954) (Figure 11) . At this stage the larvae appeared ' 
so~ewhat negatively photot~opic _and were found within 3.:.5 em. of the 
stib;trate during _the daylight hour~ : At night the l arvae were most often 
near · the surface of the water. At this · time various types of substrate . 
.. 
were '.placed in beakers . 
On · July 11, nineteen days after ,hatching 1 three larvae settled on a 
·smoqth pebble approximateiy 5. em.'. in · diameter. 
' ' 
\ . : 
The newly set tled chitons 
. ' . ea~h possessed eight v~:lves 'of a delicate pink colouration. · They were 
approximately 1. 0 mm . . · long and 0. 5 nun. wide ~F~gure ~19E) . ·· Within three 
days of settiin g all three chitons had ~ecome · infe~ted with ? fungoi~ g~~~h 
and died. No other · settling occurred_, although there were active larvae up . 
. ) . 
... 
··to twent~~ five days after spawning. 
'· 
. ' 
I I . 
0 
. . . 











































PHASES 'OF LARVAL DEVELOPMENT,IN .TONICELLA MARMOREA 
A. ZYGOI'E B.' ~ROC.HOPHORE C. LARVA WITH VALVE 
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ILLUSTRATIO~ OF THE .. SPIRAL SWIMMING MOTION · OBSERVED IN ~HE 
TROCHOPHORE LARVAL STAGE OF TONICELLA MARMOREA (NOTE THE . 
ROTATIO~ OF 1'HE· LA.l\VA AROuND ITS LO,NGITUDINAL AXIS·) 
I' 
( 
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General 'Observations on Behavior 
Chitons 7ling to ·the substrat~ 'on .which they live by ~eans. of . 
' ' ~ ... 
suction created .by t~e· girdle ·and foot .. When relaxed the girdle ~ests . 
loosely on the ;ub~tra~e, · with att~chm~nt due to the ~uction of· the f oot 
. . ' 
·alone. When disturbed, ho";;ev~r, the girdle . is clamped 1:tard to the' 
. . · substrate an.d the foot aFched to provide greater suction . . If the aninial . 
0 0 • ' ' 
is ''rem~~ed ·from the substrate this clamping action continues and the 
\ . 
anim~l ro~ls u~ in a manner not unlike that of the armadillo, with the 
. , 
anterior a nd posteribr ends lying in close contact, o{ten' one above the 
• ' • 0 
. 
other (Arey and Crozier, 1919). .The atithC?r has observ~d instances when 
the curl·in9. action has been · so severe that either ~ne anterior or posterior. 
portion of the viscera . has been gouged by tne opposite ·girdle and val~es, 
resulting,. in death: 
When in the curied position. the cniton is involu~tarily rolled ove~ 
.. . 
onto its side as a ~esu~t of. the curvature. at its .middorsal line . · It is 
impossible -for T. marmorea to right itself fr'orn this position, whim on a 
I . , 
;1at, smooth. sub~trate. The righting ?rocedure inyolves straightening of . 
the curl ang extension of the girdle and foot towards tne .substrate. 
• I 
" . . ·. .. . . . 
Unlike limpet~ (Gastropoda) .chitons do not have the .ability to extend the 
fdot to the degree necessary to - accomplis~ the righting manoe~vie· on p 
nat surface: observations made in the field of curled· specime·ns of 
• • 0 • • • 
' . 
T. marmorea demonstrated that on an ~rr~.gular surface I such as a, pepble' 
bottom, these chitons are able to extend the foot enough to obta~n contact ' 
. . . . . . 
with some portion of the substrate and eventu.ally rig~t themselves •. 
I 
f:iov~ment in chi tons . is .th~. res~.l t of muscular "fa~es ·whi_ch move 
a~teroposteriorly along the foot (Parker, 1113; Crozier, 1919a; Hyman, 1967). 
. ' 
·, 
-7·-~ .. .-- .. 
... 





T. m~~rea moves both fo.rward and ·backward in thi.s inanner. I o Backward' 
, . . •. 
motion ·is acco~plished- ~y ·changing the direction of the pe?al 'wave . 
. . . . 
T. 
~armorea wa~. never observed to move backwa~~s for distances ·greater than 
2 em. Sharp turns ~re ·effe~ted by rel~as'ing the anterior and po~terior.: 
~rtio~s of girdle ·and· foot ·an.d p~voting' the body mass on the attacl'\ed, 
·central portion of ··the foot. 
. . 
straight line , as 'opPosed to the.zigzag fashion often characteristic pf 
' 
~astJs. 
When T. marnlorea was moving acr oss a loosely pac_ked 'substrate, ·such 
..... . 
as gravel, tJ?,e exterior· m'argins ~·f the girdle were li~ted a fraction of a 
millimetre .. When· ·T . . · marmorea· was moving across a solid substrate which 
had a light layer of sediin.ent .or grav:el ,on it, the anterior portion· of · the 
!' girdle' was kept close to .. the substrate sur'face an<;i acted as a plow . . · This. 
behavior ens~red that small particles wer~· moved out of the path of the 
.. :; 
chiton, and. was possibly a protectiye mechanism to prevent foul~ng of the 
gills. 
As was stated on page 21,!.: marmorea . is not normally found in sandy 
areas . The ch~ton·will ~void moving on sand or mud~, and has only been 
observed to do so when faced with a lack of fo.oC~: . aow~ver , specimens of 
T. marmorea· were .found on · the valves of the deep sea scallop, Placopecten ~ 
magellanicus (Gmelin) in Salmonier Arm, .St; ~ Mary·' s Bay. The bottom in. 
this area ·was composed entirely_of a fine, _ loosely~packed sand. No 
observations were made of !_: ma~o~ea moving over the sand'· eve.n th~uc;rh 
distances of up .to 10 m., ~eparated· ind;ivid~al ~cal lops . 
. ,Hyman (1967) s~·at~d ' that chit!ons ~void. spiky rock ~~rfa~eq, · as wel,l 
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.I . o . 
observed .to avoid sharp surfaces such as ~e edg~~ of 
/ 
glass ·sheets 
. . . 
, and scallop shells. When attempting to move around such an edge the · . 
c~.i ·t~n was seen to a~proach it and release the anterior portion of . 
' . . 
the girdie ·and foot from the substrate. 
. . . 
As the pos~erior portion 
· ·continued to move .forward, · the.' anterior half " cast about " be.fore 
bending forward until it toqched the underside of the plate or shell . 
' Once the anterior portion had'\a.ttached, t:he 'posterior· half was r .eleased 
and pulled ~rouna ( Figure . 12 l . \ This 'same behavior was observe'd when. 
T. marmorea moved from the· substrate onto a rock or shell, or 
. . 
vertical tank wall . . The anterior portion was . first released and . 
re attached then the -posterior portio~ Figure '13 ) • T. marmorea 
was. cap~le pf these actions only because of its unique eight-plated 
~. 
40 
siT'ell and boc;y musculature. Thi~ be~avior also demons~~at~d· the ability 
of the ·foot to localize suction , l arge· e nough to support the full body 
,. . ' 
we :i,ght, in small areas of -the foot surface .. 








































ILLUSTRATION OF A SPECIMEN OF TONICELLA MARMOREA 
MOVING AROUND A SHARP EDGE. A. RELEASI~G. THE· 
ANTBRIOR PORTION OF T1m FOOT AND GIRDLE·. . B. : 
REATTACHING ON THE WWER SURFACE. c: . REifASING 
: THE POSTERIO~ PORTION OF THE FOOT AND GIRDLE. 
. D. REATTACHING.· 
.. 
B . 
FIGURE 1,;3: ILLUSTRATION OF A SP~CIMEN OF 'l'ONICELLA .MARMJREA 
' fol>VING FROlot' A HORIZONTAL .TO A VERTICAL SURFACE. 





A_. RELEASING ANTERIOR PORTION OF FOOT AND GIRDLE 1 • 
ARCHING BODY. B. REATTACHMENT ON THE VERTICAL 
•• • ~URFACE, RELEASE QF THE POSTERIO.R PORTIO~: 
I 
C I 































· .piAPTER II: ·DISCUSSI9N 
·. 
Although the members ~f ·the ~olyplacophora bear perhaps the 
· :: closest resemblance to the typified ·~· ancestral' ·mollusc " of any of 
~ • ' • I 
. ' 
. the extant molluscan classes, ~he chitons are n~t p~imitive qr 
simple troll uses. Through use of highly specialized morphological 
. ~ . . . . 
. struct~res and complex behavioral mechanisms , the chitons of today. 
are common ~r?ughout the wo~ld's oceans ·and have ad~pted to wide!~ 
. 
ranging en'l('i r,onlll!'!n ta·l · · parameters. 
' I 
In comparison wi~ many tropical, 
. . 
-~itt?ral speci;s bf ~~ Po~yplacopho~~' ~e b~ology and ecology of : 
T. marmorea is not· complex. The sublittoral nicl:te it occupies does 
not .experie~ce such extre~s as large daily tempe;ature fluctuat~~ns 
and dessication, but. the chit~n has adapted- ~n a nwrber . of way:; so as 




Langer (19?2) found that the.dominant species in a chiton population 
composed . o~ !· ·m~rmorea , T. ~and !.albus varied' w{th increasing 
water.depth. 
I 
In hi~ work' 'in · Eastport, Maine, Lange~ ·noted that :;.·· rub~a 
was the domi.nan t -species in the shallow 
. . . 
sUblittoral .zone, and that the 
. . . 
. . ' 
population siz~·- of. this, speaes 'decreased with increases in water depth. 
' ' ' 
~ . . . 
T. marmorea, however, wa~r·scarce in·>shalldw water but increased in 
. . ,. . 
·n~ers· wi'th increasing depth. T. ma~morea became the domi~~t species 
at, ~e · 7'~ 5 metre .station. 
. ' 
The ntunbeis of I. alb'us did not -exceed the · 
' . -
populations bf either ·T. marmorea or!· rubra .at: a~y dep~h, but I. albus 
was most plentifuJ. at a depth· of' 7. 5 metres {La_nger','l975): 
. . . . ' .. . ~ . . . 
. . 
' -J 



















. . , 
' ( 
·. Althougl"\ no detailed tneas_urfi!~nts .of .the distribution of these 
·. . ( . 




and T. rubra would ag;ee ·.with the distribution of T. marmorea 
a 
• • • t 
conclusions of L~ger .·. !: .albus , howeye~, is not , plerttiful on the 
; ' . 
· coast on New"foundl~d. 
, . 
! Like many.Polyplacophorahs T~ marmorea possesses a mpttled" 
' . . , : 
colou~~tion which . blends well with the coralline algae-covered 
. . · ... 
rock~ ·on which the , chiton lives. The .greeri 'banding present in the 
girdle•of some of the specii_!Ie~s o~ !: . ·marmor-ea:~ampled ~Y }?e the 
result of algae growing on the girdle ~urfa?S, as was" ~bs~rved 
0 
~or Chiton tuberculatus , (Arey and Crozi~r , 1919). 
...... . ., 
. 
·;: Although ~asurements of· len<Jth, widtJt and.we~ght were. take~ 
. . . 
for laboratory. speci~ns. ·o£ T. ~armorea-, ·no ' relicilile information 
. . . .. . , - . 
.. . . . . 
on .the r~te. of growth of this species ~as obtained. Variations in 
. . . .. 
,. 
the s'i ze of in.di vidual chi tons we~e ot" . such small magnitude that 
~iPeriment~l error prob~ly accaoun'ted for the entire. rl~ctu~~io~. 
• Measuremen,ts of length. ~d width .are .. difficult· to "standardize· in 
PolyplaCOJ?ti~ran~, as the animals . PQSSess great flexibility, of b~dy 
' . , . . . 
. . ' 
• 0 
shape· and ' size. : Expa,n'Sion and .contractio{l of the spaces between 
- . , . : . . . 
the va.tves, 'and the girdle, a~ well as the ability· ·~o· _be~d tl}e bo~y 
• • 9 
abOUt "the Central · aXiS 1 CaUSe grea ~ .;a~ia tiOOS in .the si'z~ Of • the • 
'' 
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... 
the animal.had be~ blott~d dry. ' 0 •• . 
.. 
Gro~th· rates for Polyplacophorans 'vary wfth the ma.ximum attainable 
. . 
. ~ 
0 ... • 0 0 ~ • 
size of. the animal.· • At Cape _ Cpd, Ma~sachusetts;• .Chaetopleura apiculata 
(S<tY) , b.' sub~idql ~pe~~e-~, reached its' maximum size of 25 to 29 mm . 
' . ~ 
in three y~rs, . was sexually mature in 'one 'ye~ and p~obab~Y. ~ived to 
an age of ~our or five years· .CGr~ve· , 1932). 
~ 
.Glynn ( 1970) found that 
.. 
·. zspecimens ? f Acanth.opleura granula'ta (Gmelin)' gre~ .at · a ~~ rate• 
. 
' 
of 3.a ·mm. per ~nth for the first year, and· at a sli~htly slow.er 
• ' 0 0 • 
• s.'. ,. 
·rate thereafter. .As th~ mean variation •in lengths of the speci~n~ 
.of!, marmorea was onlr l .or 2 rom. qfter a period of' nine months~ 
.... , 
. . 
growth was assumed ~o have cease9 in these :anirnals . 
. .. 
interti?.al SHecies of. th'e , Polyplacophora· are- pr ey:d upon by •. fish, 
Seas'tarS 1 C,rUStaceaJlS , carniVOrOUS mc)llUSCS 1 r odents and Sea bi rdS 
·" . . 
0 
' (Glynn ,. 1.97~--;-- DeBevoise , ·1975 : Moor e, 1975; 
"' . 
Seiff; 1975') • !· marmorea 
. 
.. 
is ·.protect~d ~ro!" te7restria.l · ~~edators by~ i~.s s.ublittoral e:ich~,stance. 
Its colouration, n~ctumal . habits· and .lnac.oes~ibil~ ty by· day. may .. help 
·.·:. 
to. protect ,it from sublittoral preda.tors. ·. The abundance of this 
0 1 
0 
: • ' I 
chiton in certain ao~eas of coastal .Newfo~dland and Labrador ,. 
'·· ~n?i~ated either 'its ?hill~y . to avoid .or escape predators or its 
' . 
0 • • • 
undesirability .as a major food sour~e for ·many speci~s. During 
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~scape behavior. ·It aJ.so a:ppeared that the ·.chiton was a minor food j 
. _.....,;;. 
Similar iriformatlon on predation ' source for most of'its predators. 
' . 't '· 
was obtained for 
~·. 
. . sublittoral Tonicella lineata (Wood),, a Pacific 
I . 




The majority of chitons are herbivorous (Heath, ~: · ' 
. . \'" . . ' 
1937; Glynn, 1970; · Demopul?s,. 1975; An~y and Crozier, 1919;' Fretter, 
Nishi,l975: .R. 1975; ·and Fulton, 1975). ·However, Barnaw'eu · (1959) 
l> • 
reported· c?-rnivorous feeding in the Mopaliidae,, wnere 15 to 60% of 
_the gut · contents of various species ~as · compos~d of sponges, hydroids, 
po1yzoans, annelids and small Hytilus. · This . phenomenon .was attri buted 
. • • • • I ' 
. . . .. 
to the indiscriminate graz ing action of the radula. Arey and CrQzier 
(1919) reported that · the ra~ula of Chiton . tuberculat us.' re~oved some of 
. ( 
the rock surface , as ·well as the encrusting algae . 'ronicella· lineata 
, fe~~s mainly on the. corallinealga~ in ~he Monteray Bay area ·~f ~al.if;>rnia · 
\, 
(Dernopulos, 197S( . Howev~r, La~ger 2 found no 'trace o.f Caco3 in the _gut 
con·tents of more thztn two thousand specimens of Tonicella· marmorea, and 
.. 
no evidence of feeding on cora line algae wa's 1 ob_served_ during his study . 
r • 
Similarly no evidence of feeding on coraline ~algae was noted during' . 
. ! . 
· ·the present study. \ 
..... 
The nocturnal ·feeding habits of T .. marmorea were not unusual for 
subtidal chitons. Demopulos (1975) found that feeding activity. ir/the 
.. .. . \ 
subtidal populations· of~- ' lineata took ~ce mainly d~ring th~ dark . 
hours. Similar . behavior' was alsb noted for Acatithopleura gr anulata and 
Chiton tuberculatus (Glynn, ·1970). Glynn also· noted.that locomc:>tc:iry 
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• • • . , t • 
. mpyements and needing ~ere closely related activities, and that · 
' 0 0 
chitons at rest do ·not feed. •. 
' Sp~wni!lg behavior in T. marmorea was sim.ilar to .that described in 
. chiton species such· as Chaetopleura a,piculata (Gr~ye, 1922);; Lepidopieurus · ' .. . 
' 0 ' 
acelllus. (Chtis.tianse~', l954): .Chiton ma·rmo~atus .(Linnaeus) and Chiton 
sq~~mosus . (Linna~s) (Metcalf, · 1893);. ~nd .Mopalia' lignos·~ (~ould) 
:;ill • 0 0 
~ ' I ' 
·(Watanabe and Cox, 1975) .· ·unlike Mopalia' lignosa, no ,movement of males 
or fem~les of T. marmorea was observed during spawning. 
.Development of the·· troc~ophore larvae, and settling of the zygote 
of!· marmoiea,.did not differ significantly from development of. other · 
. . . . 
• ' 0 
chi tons ., (Grave; 1922; Christiansen,l954; Watanabe a~d cox, '1975), 
eJtcept with re~pect. to the' time intervals be.t~een· the,.. appearance -of . each 
developmental stage. This yariat~on was difficult to standprdize as the ' 
ti~e required for development of t~e:metamorphosed~ settled chiton 
.. 
changed with the availability of preferred settling substrat;e: Wa·tahabe • 
~nd: Cox (197S) ~ound that me~a~o~phosis in ~· lignosa and ~· muscosa 
. . 
was delayed or 'prevented by the lack of an ~ppropri'ate settlf'ng substrate. 
0 ' • 0 • " 
Only two out of several hundr~d larvae underwent cqmplete metamorP.hosis 
0 \ • 
. . . : 
when glass was the only substrate available. Addition· of Myti-lus SP• 
. . 
shells to·the tanks containing larvae of both speci~s resulted in almost 
' .. ' . . . . . 
. . . . 
.. immedia'te metamorphosis. ·.Similar responses were recorded for T. lineata 
• • 0" • - .-
·(Barnes and Gonor, 1973). t~h~n p7esented with an, assortment of sett-ling· 
... 
0 
substrate, 'metamorphosis of :!: fineata occurred only on corafine algae. 
L· 
1\s only a Sltlcrll portion of the settling subst~~te offer~d to the larva.e 
ofT. marmorea during the .present study was composed ' of cora~ine algae; 
- ' 0 
' the'. po,or settlement and metamorphosis observed may have been the resu]:~ 0 
' 0 • 


















of the absence of ·this, or· other prefer~e~: substrate • 
J 
. . . 
r . . 
~he information provided by ~is s~udy on th~ · biology of 
·. 
Tonicella mamorea is useful pr~marily as a s.our~~ of b~~eline 
information. From this information more : detailed work· o~ · specific 
aspects of t!he biol~gy and habits· of the _organism can be pe_yfl>rmed, . 
and pos~1ble explanations of the parameters affe'ct:ing behavior 
I 
an~ activity can' be made.' 
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OIAPTER III : BEHAVIOR AND MOVEMENT 
RESULTS 
.· 
Re.sponse to stimuli :' 
.. (a) • 
Tonicella rnarmorea responded inirnediately to 
. ,' \ . 







the body stimu~ated • . The. margips of the·girdle reacted to touch · 
by contracting ~edially a .distance .of s~verai miuimetres. 
-( 
.Repeated . 
s.tirnulation usually· resui ted in the charac~eristic 11 clamping . " 
·action- o f the chiton. (The girclle is firm~y attached to the· substrate · 
and thlf.oo~.arched , proviqing a gr~at deal of ·puc'1:ion . ) When in 
. . 
this ,pos'i tion .'£." marmorea no longer responded to tactile· stimuli and 
remail'l~d firmly fixed ·for P.erioas varyi~g fro~ two 'to three ;minutes to 
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The dorsal and ventral .surfaces of the ~irdle were not as 
~ . t 
~ensitive as the margins, aPd responded with localized co~tractlons 
to light touches of the probe. Stimulation of th!'! anterior; margin of 
. . . . \ 
' . 
the girdle cau·sed ' the entire animal to react. The girdle ·section was 
rapidly withdrawn and the chi ton baqked away, · tur.ning so tnat the ·anterior 
·, 
end faced in a n~w direction: · Moving chi ton's responded to ' tactile · 
stimuli on the anterior girdle by inunediate ch'ang'es in direction, or 
II clamping II . ' No such resp(:>.nse wa.s exhib:i!ted when the P?Sterior portion 
of t:he girdl~ was · touched. · 
No response ~as exhibited when the dorsal surfaces of the valves 
,· 
were lightly touched with the probe. However , when the probe was allowed ' 
• '1:1i> remain i n contact with the valves for sevet'al sed>nds, . the arii_rn~~ · 
..., 
cla~ped to t~e.p~strate. sp~ces bet*een the valves were sensitive , 
as was found by Arey and ~rozier . (l91~) for Chiton tuberculatus . Tactile 
' \ 
stimulati on of this region resulted in ~ drawing together ~of the valves, 
to cover the sti~ulated area. 
The · central surfaces of the foo-t of or·. matmorea was ' also· very 
- ' ' 
. 
s~nsi~ive to touch . Animals lying on their dorsal surface ,. or moving 
. . . .· 
so that a small portion · of the foot was expclsed responded to a quic~ 
\ jap by C,I.U'·ling immediately. 
T. marmorea did not show any tendency. to aggregate beneat~ the '• 
. 
·gla'ss pla tee· The four animals placed in the petri dishes tended to 
ac;curnul~te at the crevice formed wher'e the- s ides met the bottom of the 
--. 
dish. No animals were found beneath the glass sheets. 
animal~ 'placed on the glass, three remained on the upper surface, one 
moved to the lower, released and lay on its back as there was not 
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,ll 
(b) - Ge'otaxis. 
Of tqe six chitons placed on the submerged; vertical sheet 
. 
of fibr~glass, two did not mOve durinCJ. the forty-eight hour period. · The 
remaining four chitons. moved randomly o~er the fihreglass during the dark 
hours and spent the uaylight bours· ~t various, positions on the fibreglas~ 
sheet. ·. N~,. downwa.rd· trend was .ob~erved ln movements, and no p:r:eference . 
was given to the. lqwer edge of the sheet as a resting' ·site. 
The ··movement of T. marmorea on a ·. vertical surface ~xp<)sed t~ a'i~ 
were gene;-ally downward (Table 5, ·· FigQre 14). 
f • 
In two· trials a total . of 
21. out of 36 chitons· tested exhipited a downward orientation. 
' . 
When the experime'nt wa!;!· repeated ~sing a light flow of water to . 
' 
prevent· des-Sication, the results were V';ry. different (Table .5., Figure 15) . 
\ . . . . . . . . . 
· . · ~or the 'mos.t ·part the chiton~, ~on conta~t with th'e wate~ current, either 
\ 
. \ 
. . . . \ 
c lamped ~ightly to ·the ,glass or curled and?roppe9 off. In all three 
trials on:ly a little movement was detected and consisted mo~tly of slight 
shifts in position. A number of aQima.ls allowed port~Ol'IS of the g.frdle 
to release and ~et up small respiratory currents·while the rest of the 
" . 
girdle' remain~d firmly attache~. 
I 
,'( 
(c) Rheotaxis. 1 \ . 
• • • ,/ I \ • 
. ·· .. ': ,.,- - ... ; . . .. 
As ~o?n as t:fie ,water .~urrent made c'!ntact 
tl . I ~ 
glass sheet all" of, the a~:~als clam~~\~ . to the s~strate. 
:. , . 
I 
with chitons ·on the 
Within thirty 
seconds ·of the introduction of t he water flow all ten ch~tons. h~d released, 
curled and been moved into quiet water by the ·cur~ent. 
. . 
'l'he s~e ~ffect 
was observed with the chitons in the tubing. Repetition ?f the experiment 
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WITH AND WITHOUT A DAMPENING WATER CURRENT . 










Orientation of Anterior 
· Position of the Body' 
Up Down Left Ri<Jht 
2 10 .o 1 
3 11 0 
1 0 
. ' 0 
0 0 1 
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MOVEMENT OF 18 SPECIMENS OF TOtUCELIA MARMOREA 
AFTER ONE HOUR ON A VERT I CAL GLASS SHEET, EXPOSED 
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curfed and .dropped-off ft ... 
r 
MOVEMENT OF 11 SPECIMENS OF .TONICELLA MARMOREA 
AFTER ONE HOUR ON· A. VERTICAL GLASS. SHEET 1 EXPOSED 
TO AIR BUT WITH . A SLIGHT .CURRENT OF ·WATER RUNNING 
~ O~R IT. 
\ 
·' 
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animals relea~ed · and curled. Even with: slight w~ter flow, cl~ping 
was . eviden't , · None of the anilllals .t;esett;led untii they were moved 
to quieter water . 
.. 
/ (d ) Phototaxis and Response to ,Photoperiod 
{ 
· L. Table 6, ~ists the responses of thirty-eight specimens of 
T. marm. rea to a directional 1i'glit sourc·~.- Twenty-five of the 
thirty:.eight test .a!lirniils re;;Po~ded rtegati~ely to light : Of the 
. ) . . 
r ·ema'ining thirteen., five exhibited no 0 response during the study v 0 ~ 0 0 0 
perio~, s.even moved. to the left or right of the light source and ··.' 





\ Thirty · of the thir~y-eight chi tons turned . to move away from · . , I 
the light source. Of these, · twen'ty-~wo turn,ed · to the 4t, · ~hereas 
only eight turned to the left. 
• 
:Chitons placed in the controlled light chamber immedi'ately adju:sted 
to . the new light/dark cycle . · No movement was observed during wh<;lt wou~d 
I . . 
have been the normal dark cycle •. · .Even though t .he cycles were . inter-
changed a number of times, the chitons rea?ify adap~eJ to each new regime, 
moving only when the tight; were . off , no matter w~at the normal photo::-. 
0 • \ •• 0 0 ° • 
period was. 
0 . ) 0 
JI'he results 'tit the twenty-four hour ~ctivity study are given in 
~ 
Table 7 , Figure 16. Movement .was observed in·. twenty- eight o~ t;h~ fifty 
• 0 ·~ 
chi tons studied . All acJ~vity took ~lace· ~etw~en 163~ on ,April ·g · and 
07;30 ' on · April 10 . The remaining 22 
' 
chitons were not observed to 
0 0 0 
move during ·this period,_ remaining concealed beneath. the small stones 
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TABLE 6': RESPONSE OF TONICELLA MARMOREA TO A DIRECTIONAL LIGHT SQURCE 
... 
• I 
Number of Chi. tons Orientation of Anterior .to Light No R~spo[lse 
Away from . Toward Right Left • 
5 ' 5 / 
I l 
4 .3 1* 
J. / 3 3 
I 
3 '3 ( I 
3 . ·2 l 
\ 
2 0 \ 2 1 
" .· . '\ 
\ 
3 1 i l . J 
I 
.3 2 f 1 
2 2. 
8 -3 l 4 ' 
2 1 1 
- ~ 
38 25 1 3 4 5 
'· 
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TABU: 7: HOURLY ACTIVITY Of A POPULATIQtl Of TOtHCEL~,\ .MAR110~/\ f'ROH 1630 IIOUJ3S, APRIL 9, 
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ACTIVITY (em .) PER HOUR PER CIIIT0:-1 
. . 
2330 OOlO . 0130 0230 · 0330 . 0430 0530 0630. 0730 N~r Total . 
0030 0130 0230 0330 0430 0530 0630 0730· 0830 Hours. Distance Dist.lncc 





































6 , 6 
8 .. .10 
12 .. l2 



















































































































hour (em) . 53 341 412 247 . 211 . . 118 139 132 . 2)9 •192 121 121 1 37 103 39 ·o· 
· Mean , 
1<et.i.vit.y per 








2.16 1.51 · 1.34 
26 25 
1. 13 l.4G 
. 20 18 
' 7.)) 12.?~ 11.29 8.07 8.07 12.45 10.30 6.50 
1.01 1.112 l.!l'l3 
~-
:. 
18 19 17 
1.68 1.84 4:66 18.5 LBO 
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MEAN HOURL!{ ACTIVITY OF 28 SPECIMENS OF TONI CELLA 
MARMO REA RECO~ED DURING · THE OAfu< HOURS OP ~-· 
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on the bottom of the experiment~! tank . Any activity_which may have 
taken place whil~ th: ch+tons were s~concealed was . ~oQ small to 
I 
have ·been signif'icant in t~is study·. s~nset on April• 9 occurred 
., 
at 1837 , and sunris~ on ~prillO was at ' 0526._ : 
'. 
T. marmorea wa.s most active during .the. p.e~iod just before and, . 
· a.fter sunset. Twenty- fi:ve of ·the twenty-eight active chitons. were 
.' obs~r~ed to commence· movement at this ·time . 'l'he mean distance · · 
travelled per hour pei 'activ~ 'chiton during ' . . this period 'was 14.21 
·' . "" . .. . 
:.. to .rs'. 73 .em. For the r~mai~der ·ot ~the night 
' • 
the number of· ~ctive 
chi.tons ·diminished. Tho,se . chi tq~s which ~ad not ·yet I:>egull to · 
move by'Ol30 remained inactiv~ throughout the -night. Al so by 9130 
many~£. t~~ chito~s ~hi~h had been a~tive earli er, had ceased·m~ve~:nt • . 
' A ·seco.nd activity peak, smaller than th'e first, was note~ from 
0030 to 0130 hours. 
, ''. 
Mean· activity J?.E!i:' chiton ~as ,12. 53 em. Nineteen 
animals were active. 
A third actiyity peak was noted to pe~in just before sunrise 
I 
and last!ed unti~l jUst after. sunri~e, 0430 to · .0530 . 
J ' 
~tean activity 
' ' . p~r . animal was 12:. 45 'em.' . Eleven a.nimals .were moving . ·From .this' t:ilile • 




• " ' • I ' 
to 0830 nours, _ ~ovem~nt per animai_, and·.·total _nUmber of ac'tive animals, ' 
dropped rapidly.. Activity from 0730 to_ ·1430 hours was negligible . 
. · l 
Throughout the -~ight few chi tons moved at> constant speeds. Mas~ 
wer·e· observed to feed con_tinuous_ly for a few hours, then movem~nt sl().Wed 
. .. 
beforE(a .'second period of activity began . 'Not ap chitons remained -· .. 
. ... . ~ 
' . . 
active during _ the entire,night. The mean number of. active hours per . 
chiton was 9 . 0 , even though the dark photoperiod was 11 hours. 
' .· 
. -::otal 'moveynent pe.r ch~to'n for this qa_rk period was 92 .·50 em_. 
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'FROM THE LAST OCCUPIED RESTING SITE; THE MOVEMENT OF 44 SPECIMENS Of TONICELLA 












bistance(cm) from last resting site 
t. 0 1-10 11-20 21-30 
' No Observed Observ~d 
· Mov~ent Movement 
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remainder, · 3l4 (39 .-2%) .were found w~thi.n 10 ·~m . ·of the ' last resting site 
I 
and 508.· (61.-8) were found at ·d.ist~nces gre~ter than 10 em. As well, these 
distance; a~plied only to the immediate last site. Specimens of T. marmorea, 
were, after 10 days, often displaced as. much as 100 em. from tn~ or~~inal 
-~' ~ . 
. ,
r.esting ~ite (Figure 17). · 
' .chitons disturbed by lights ~hiie moving at night·, often returned 
~ 
to the imm~diate· last ·site. However, chitons displ~?~d to a new area 
. \ 
,did not show any tendency to return to the capture site •. 
Great variation in the distance moved each night was observed between 
' 
individual chitons, as wel;l .a .s between consecutive act'ivity per'iods of 
, 
the same, ·chi ton. 
. . 
·often a:nima'ls· which had been" observed to move little 
and home regularly, for periods of up to'·~wo weeks, died short~y thereafter . 
.. 
. Throughou~ ~he study period'T. 'marmorea demonstrated· a definite 
·tendency to remain in ·certain _types.of habitat (Table 9, Figure 18) . 
. · 
·These included the four corners of.the tank , the crevices formed where .. 
the sides and bottom' ~£ the tank met, and the two .areas composed ~ost~y . 
of 2 to 5 em. diameter. stones, coralline a1gae, r'lilible a~~ m~llusc shells. 
The least f ·requented · sites wer'e composed of. artificial habitats · such as 
. . . 
• I 
glass .flasks and jars, and piece~ o'f PVC' tubing. However, rocks .which did ' 
. ~ 
'not p.tovide c racks .and crevices into ·.which the chi tons could · wedge, were 
·also avoided. Sites composed of, or containing , live organisms such as · 
... 
· an·emones (Tealia spp.) and scal.J.ops (Placopecten magellanicus) wer.e seldom 
' used as resting sites. 
. ' . 
\ . 
1· ma.rmor ca was · observed , both in the ' field and the laboratory,· ~-
' 
to occur~n clusters. or gr6ups at resting sites. The composit~on pf 
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·rock, or other habitat 
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FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 0~ SPECIMENS OF TONICELLA .f1,ARMOREA ON ·VARIOUS TYPES OF 
HABITAT IN ·THE EXPERIMENTAL TANKS,. 

























* glas~ • sheets~ I?Vc tubing 
. *~ - ! · aiagel'Xanicus, Tealia spp. 
· *** !· magellanicus 
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SCIW:!ATIC DRAWING OF THE BOTTOM OF THE EXPERIMENTAL TANK SHOWING THE FREQUENCY OF 
OCCURRENCE OF EXPOSED SPECIMENS OF 'TONICELLA MARMOREA , · PER GRID AREA· • 
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.the· clustcrs ,observed.in the laboratory .changed as new recruits entered 
' 0 
and ' oth~rs 'left; . 
one ~onunonly 'frequented resting s,ite, chitons new .to the area were 
\ ' ' 
generally ~ound at ~his s ite, whet her or not other c~~tons were present . 
If the. crevice was la~ge and contained two or more ch~tons , tne chitons 
would generally be clustered ,together at one end, rather than sparsely 
,. 
·' 0 0' 
·sea tter'ed over the cr evice. 
.. 
Dur i ng ' the November-December study of long term activity of a 
., 
labo~tory population .ot' !· marmorea, . the, mean distance traveiled 
'I ... 
per chiton per night ranged . ~rom 10.3 em . on December 3 to 71 . 7 em. 
I . 
on November 17 (Table ~0) . . The mean distance travelled per chiton 
.per nig~t for the study period .w~s 37.6 ~~c~. 
0 • • 
I .n the March-April 'study_ a~ti~ity. ranged 'from a mean of 32;9 
em. on March 14 to 82 . 2 em. on ·March . 29 (Table 11). The mean distance 
travelled per . chiton pe~ night for the .study period was 48.1 em . 
Con~iderable variation in the mean activity per night per ·chiton 
was evident in each study (Figure 19 and 20), as waS' the' variation 
in movement each n.ight in individual anima·ls. ·'No seasona·l patterns of 
activity ' could be discerned either f~r . mean a ctivity per night per 
• 0 
chiton, or for the activity of . individual an~mals. 
. ' 
· No significant correlation was found between mean activity .. ·I I 
', 
per chiton per night a~d water· temperature , photoperiod le~gth; and 
' • . . . .· . . \ 
daily radiat~on- for the March- April ~tudy (Table 1~). Similarly 
.. . . . . . .... 
: ,, 
, I . 
no signif.ikarit correlation was found be.tween mea~ activity per chito.n 
, I . 
0 . , • 0 
, I, 
per 1\ight and daHy radiation · for the November . . - December study • 
. 
,. 
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TABLE 11:. TOTAL DAILY ACTIVITY AND MEAN ·AC~IVITY · PER CHITON PER DAY ' 
. ~· .. 
FOR A SAMP-LE .OF TONICELLA MARMOREA FOR THE PERIOD Ml\RCH 14 ... . ,.





Date Total Number Mean Photo- Totlal water J .. 
Activity of Daily Period Daily .Temperature . 




·March 14 1710 52 . 32 .8841.78 . 254 1.0 
1974 15 1896 
... 
52. 36.46'' 400 2 . 0 
16 2184 52 42.00 11.88 373 2 . 5 . .. 
17 2016' 51 39.53 1.6 ~ 
18 2388 . 51 4p . 82 12.02 170 1, .0 '· 
19 1830 51 
I 
35 . 88 284 2 .. 0 
. , I 20 1 2220 50 44 . 40 12 .13 2{6~ 1.0 
'. 21 3006 so '60.12 . 455 2.5 ;. f · 
22 3348 so . 66.96 12.25 148 . 0.6 
23 ' 2532 so ·50.64 ' '431 1.1 : ·. 
-24 2694 50 53 .88 . .' 12.3~ 427 0.5 <r 
I I 
25 2514 50° ?0.28 330 1.0' 
26 3222 so 64.44 12.59 431 2.0 
27 3212 so 64 . 24 147'' 0.3 
28 2724 50 54 •. 48 .12.62 271 o .• 2 . l 
' 29 4110 · 50 82.20 ~ - 201 0 .. 0 
30 2672 . 50 . 53.4.4 12.73 416 1.0 
u 2634 so 52.68 427 , to 
April · . 1 . 11638 so 12.83 I 32.·76 321 2.0 . l 
' 
' -, .. '\ 2 2674 50 49 . 56 . 0.5 
3 1956 53 36 . 91 12 . 95 ' 196 1.5 
.4 2448 '·53 '46.19 -' 306 \ 1.2 v . 
5 2220 53 41.69 13.07 99 0;2 
6 2274 "53 42.91 2~6 0 . 0 . ~-
' 7 2220 53 ' 41.89 13.18 335 0.2 
8 2754 ?3 51.96 486 1.0 . 
' 9 1824 53 34.'42 13.30 561 1.0 
: · 10 2346 . 53 '44.26 . 112 '1.0 
ll ' 2196 I 53 - 41.23 13:42 r 312 · 0.5 
Total 71266 . 00 1486.00 1395.31 189 . 03 8~73.00 29.40 ' 
Mean 2457.44 ' 51.20 ' 48.11 . 12.60 ' 310.11 1.05 . 
Stand,3rd ' 
Error 101.89: 0.25 2.14 0.14 23 . 67 : 0.14 
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FIGURE 19: MEAN D~ILY ACTIVITY FOR A• LABORATORY POPULATION OF 
\ 
' TbN!CELLA MARMOREA DURING THE PERIOD NOVEMBER l TO 
• . l 
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cdEFFICIENTS OF coRRELATIONs~oF THE MEAN ACTIVITY PER 
SPECIMEN OF TONICELLA MARMOREA PER NIGH~ AND SUCH 
FACTORS AS WATER TEMPERATURE, ~HOTOPERIOD LENGTH, 
AND DAILY RADIATION, AS . RECORDED FOR TWO ACTIVITY 
STUDY PERIODS, NOVEMBER-DECEMBER,l973 AND MARCH-
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0 
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wate~ t~mperature and light photoperiod length for the November · - · 
December study (Table 12) . T\)is would i m,P.lY that ! '· marmorea 
moves less as t~e dark hours of the ~ight increase; · and water 
'temperature decreases . However ,. as no' · su~~ correlation· was 
. -. .• 
f~und f~r the Mar~h .~ ' Aprll study , and the m~an ~oveme~t was higher 
... 
II 
and . the dark photoperiod shorter, •. the validity ·of this correlation 
is q uestionable . 
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The reactions of Tonicella marmorea to simple physical stimuli 
I " 
such as t-ouch, gravity, turbul~nce an'd light·w~re ~ot unexpect'ed 
. . 
. ~ 
~ , • 
from a chiton which is entirely subtidal in habitat in this. area. 
. - ~p~doch·itona cinere~s , the interti~al spe5=ies tested oy F . G.C. 
. . . I 
Evans (1951) for similar : responses, demonstrated 
. . .. 
the effect inter-
action of red:Ponses to indivi~~al stimuli had on 
.. 
. . 
• •  • • 
t he· ov~rall: behavior. 
' .. ~ 
: of the species. · L. cin~x:eus exhibited ·no response t.o dorsal ·s-timuli , : 
- . . . 
·. 
reacted· negative ly to •light , and was ca,P,ab~e of discerning both its 
dire~tion. and inte~sity, e~hj,b~ted a po~it-.i~e geota:xic respon!}e 
"· 
. / ' .. . . 
wh~n exp~sed to air, and . none when ~~merged, an~d not respond to 
gentle currents'. · ' The · interacti~n of 'these responses. resulted in the 
I • '• ~ • 
·a_gg~egation of ~he' species beneat~ ston.es,o .when at fow t_ide, .and acti.v~ 
• fe~ding only when the variation in light· intensities lnd'icated that the 
i / 
72 
. .. : .. r·\.~ ... , ··!·~ ,! .• 





tide had ris.~n . . Th.is characterist.ic b_ehavior has lnsure'a that •L . cinereus • 
r> ' 
•· 
., ' .. 
'is well adapted. to meet the conditions of· its inte~tidal 1 existat:tce. 
. . . . . .. . 
1'/hen eXposed tO the same stimuli; !: marmorea .. reacted somewhat 
. . .. .,__ ) .' ' 
. ) 
·differcn tl~ in sof!!c c~ses , and very ~ similarly in others. 
, • • •• • • "t • • 
Bo'tf species 
' I 
e :x!'ibited ~no . response to dorsal con tact stimuli. T . ·marmorea 'also ·had 
" ·• .• . ' I . , . 
: . {1 ~efi-ni t .e ,'negu t/v~ .r6~P,Onsc t~ ligh\ 'and .cou.l,d disc'erh' the direction of 
C) . , ; " • , ' ·«o • ' • . • p ' • • 
. 
the source . ..• ,Whe n thq>osed to the ai.r, !_. · ma-~orea . exhibited a posi~ivc 
.. . .. 
geotaXiC reSJ?OnSe 1 lJlJt W.aS 1 ffiUCh' SlOWer ·tO react an~ mov t})an WaS 
. \ : .. : . 




· . . o. 
• I> I 
, . 
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lv~ert sub~e-rgq,d, nq , geota-~ic · 
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. • t l • 
, responSi? was ev:;dent. 
73 
!_ . . marmorea responded iwdiate ly t!o water 
· currents, e.\.the·r by damping tig~tly' to t~~~ubstrate, . or curling and 
I . 
'. 
· droppin·g. off • 
.. 
, 1' ~ . .,. 
In its subtidal ~'t:tat at Logy Bay,· !_. marmo:.i:ea is 
. . ' J .. 
Turbulence does occur 'in areas n.o~ usu~lly ~Deposed · to dessication. 
i~ which the chi tons are fo\m~~ so th~t :no adva,n tage can be ~eeri in 
I • 
( 
· the cut:ling response to a current. The .response to variations in 
. . .. . 
light · intensities enables !: marrnorea to cfifferen~iate between· ligh .. t 
• I f 
and dark photoperiods, ana aids th~chiton in finding r~sting sites which\ 
0 • • 
offer protection·· from the .light cum pr~da tors, 
~ ·. 
The presence or abs.ence of light was th,a main factor ctffecting 
daily ~ctivity in T. marrnorea·. During the twenty-·fo~dlour : study, 
'three. main periods of activity were noted, one at dusk, one midway. 
through the l'}ight and .anothe·r ·'at dawn~ Gly~n : (f970) al.so noted · 
that the ' rioctUrt}al movements of specimens of £·. tuberculatUS Were 
o~in ·separated into peri?ds of· high and ~ow activity , and that .the 
duration of. movemant varieti with. the individual. 
) 
\ 
.. ) ; 
.Although. no . ~vemen t of. !-~rnarmorea was ... recorded for the daylight 
·hour~ during this study,·. this 'may in part, have heen due to the lack "of 
t • • , .. ' • 
. .  
Chitons in th~· f~eld were 
"' 
shaded' areas in. the CXJ(eriment;l-1 tanks. 
1 , .,.. I ~ ' • ' ' 
0 
fl ' • • 
0 
. observed to move about whei1 protected from the light ny overh~9ing 
:~ ~ • . 6 . • , 
rocks or. .seaweed • .Movement in field popu~at"ion~ . ~as also noted 
' . 
'\ 
durin,g the daytime w.he·~· ther~ was heavy cloud cover or . f~g •. 
( . . 
· · · Holtli·ng has .been recorded·: for a number bf speCies :'of· Polyplacophorans .. 
. . . 
· but al'l i~ci.den ts of ~~;ea ted ho!JU.ng h\ayc been c~nf•ined to 1ritcrtidal· · 
. . 
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• Returning to prev~.ous resting site's by specimens of !_, marmorea , 
I 
'· 
occurred frequen~ly, but at irregular. intervals . As weil, there · were ~ew 
. . 
instances of sustained hom'ing -to a single site for tpedods greater thari 
. . 
. two or three day$. For the most pa~t, indi~i,d~als of this spec_ie,s 
·. 
tended not: t~)lome to one particu~ar site each night, but frequented 
. . . . • . • t . • . . 
a number of sites in a general area. Similar il;regula·~ patterns o'f · · · · 
. . . . t . 
·'homing h<1vc been observed for·. subtidal Tonicella linoata . (Demopulos, 
I 
.. 
1975') at:ld intertidal Cyanoplax. 11'ar tweqii (Carpenter) '(Lyrnan,l97 5) •. 
Homing . in sub~idal · s pecies of ~olyplacophora~s .. probably ·does not 
. . 
play an i mportant ~:~le~n the survival· of the organi'sm: 'Subtfdal speci~~ 
. . 
arc not exposed to such paramet.ers as ,dessication, high daily fluctuation 
. 
of temperature, or predation by terre~trial· species. Consequently, the 
criteriu which 'deHrio a _suitablo resting sit:.e tire f!'!w and the number of 
ix>ssiblc sites, ma ny, ' lessening the need for a subtidal species to :home . 
Intertidal chit9ns · have many more criteria for selection of possible 
. resting si tes, and because of. this the m.unbcr ot sites . is· low . Homing. 
' ' I 
in an intertid.a l spec::ics often ~ol?rescnts the development· of il. behavior 
necessary to the ·survival of the: sjjecics·. 
' . ·l ·. ., 
, . . 
• • I .. 
. · The preferred .resting 'sitos of !· ~!"_!!!2rea i n the laboratory were 
. . . 
. , 
not. neco.ssur~tY .those which pr?vi~ed .th~ 13reates~thel~~~ ~~om .,the light. 
Rather they offered either the combination of ·a vertical and a horizontal 
......., 
.. 
surface,_ or ~ . crcvi~e into which tho animal ,could squeeze .• 'Rough textured , ... 
surfaces we~e preferx:e4 to smooth ones sucl1 o.s· glass or plastic'. Areas · 
\ 
. . 
which contained sand or gravel as well as a. crevice, so that' the chitcsn 
\ 
cp.uld partially bury itself, were also pr_cfcrred. A similar habitat , 
. . ' 
..... 
'·' 
• I pre~C!ron~c was repdr~cd for tlopul·iil muscosa (Gou.l _d) (Smi~h,l9~?),. 
/ ' ' 
.. . 
. • . 
.. , 
-·----....____, .. 
. :---~~-· · .· ·. 























Clustering of chitons at restin~ites h'as not been described. for 
other species. Smith~ (1975) reported that M: muscosa exhibited 
.. 
territoriality over its·home range, an~ described encounters bet\</een 
resident chi tons and intruders, whicl1 resulted ~n the departure of ' · 
I 
the intruder. No· evidence of territoriaiity of any type was noted . 
in -:t;he · popula'tions of '£.. ~~ s~udied. Often chi tons at resting 
~ . . 
.; sites moved over other chi tons or remained on top of Glthers for the 
dura tiol) of the resting period. 
During t:hc. long range. activity st~9.ies conducted ·in .. Noyember-
" . 
Decembei' 1973 · and March-April 1974, no seasonal pattern of acti~ity .was 
noted for the population of :!:· marrnorea being ,observ.ed. · Alth~ugh this · 
. . . . . . 
I ' •' 
75 
may have been· a reflection of the experiment-al method employed, it· was · . 
. 1 . 
. concluded. that. tho erratic movements ·Of th~ population . as a whole 
' • ' I 
were probably · t;he result of individual varia.tions among ·· 6hitons. 
·Individual variation of response was prevelant throughout the 
\ 
.. 
. . ; . 
entire stu•dy and involved not only a difference· in the reaction of 
' .  . . . · . 
.... 
individuals , but' a difforenco in the reactions of a single individual·· 
. . . . . 
\ . 
to the sam.c stimulus. .Similar variation 'in the behavior and actfv~ty 
.· 
"' ' . I 
·of chitons has been recordeq for Cyanoplax , hartwegii (Lyman ,1975) 
. . . . . , 
and. ~C<ll}~.hople~;-,£1 9.1?.<1~\!l;.~J~ (~lynn, !970): 
o Q 
These v~riations in .activity and behavi~r, coupl~d w.i.th'\tho 
~uns~tivity of '1". marmorea ·to even tho slightest change in its environment, 
- -·-~ ~ ,. 
• • • • •• 1 
tnadc the assessment of' the 'normal' bt!hnviornl' response of T. · marmorea· \ . . ~ . . .. ,..... 
vory' difficult.· In 'an attempt to roduco 'Stress placed on ~rga~isms in· 
. . . . . . ..... . .: 
. ~he laboratory; : all c~peri~onts wero ·run using condl t:i:ons as close t.o 
'those of• tho natural environment as pcisslblc, . w,i thout negating' t:he 
,. 
.. 
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. '· · ... ·· .. 
• I 
o..ri ginal . purpose of the s t:udy. 
limi Ul tions 0£. 'S UCh a: procedure 1 
f . 
However, recognition of the 
especially considering the sensitivity 
I 
."of the or_gan~sm, has to be 'mad~e before' extrapo~ating the responses of a 
;. laboratory popula't'ion of .!~ marmorea, 'to the, resp9nses ono would ... 
expect- from a natural population. 
. , 
· .. 
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CH~TER IV : SUMMARY '• 
Tonicella marmorea nas ad.apted well in both its biology and 
1 I behavior to;surviv91 in its sublittoral niche. Its method pf 
. , 
movement and the ability to contort . the body shape made possible 
by the eight plates in the shell, enable it. to ·utili.ze· almost all 
areas -of its habitat.· 'T.' marrnorea poss~sses a pa'tt~.rn . of 
• colouration which blends well }'li'th the substrate on ·which. it lives. 
• I . 
.-. 
. . 
This .protecti.J.e colo.urati~m · ~ouplcd with the · chiton's nocturnal . 
, . 
behavior 1 subtidal habitat and relative inaccesibili ty to many species · 
aid in protecting it from mo~t predators. The chi ton . feeds 
. . 
on the numerous encrusting. algaes -which grow on the substrate. 
. ' . 
Reproduc~ion is external and .-the pelagic la;rva'O 'exhibi ~ a preference ·~ · 
.. 
for sp~cific settling· ~ubst<'ia t o . ,· 
.. 
T. marrnorea 'exhibits no territoriality and shares its resting 
si-tes with rneml:ied of the same or different species • .' The subtidal 
I \ 
' . 
habitat, w~ch of~ers few restrictions 'to ~ovemcnt , P!Ovides a large 
area for possible coloni zation by T. marmorea . As Fegular homing·· 
. . . ' - . 
behavior in such a niche is p9 t cd tical to tho survival of the , 
. l 
species 1 -homing occurs irregulariy, or not at all. 
.· 
' . ' 
,• 
. 
Ac tivity of· .T. ma.rmorea docs porrcspond ' to a ~egu~ar . patte·rn·· \: .. 
based._ on .the lighVda~k. cyc1lls of the day , but no ~easona·l patterns ~ \ . ·. . 
of act~ vi ty . wc_re ~oted · for the species ,l possibly · due to the great 




· · v.ariation ' in ,response between ind~vi'dual. animals. 
' . . . ' : . . 
: ' 
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APPENDIX I - - -
0 • 0 1 
STATISTICAL FORMULAE. USED IN CALCULATIONS PERFORMED 
ON THE HEWLETT• PACKARD 
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